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Limitations on Alien Investment
in American Real Estate

' Fred L. Morrison*

The changing circumstances of international trade, particu-
larly increased prices for crude petroleum, have caused an un-
precedentedflow of American dollars into foreign hands. This
phenomenon has inspired domestic concern over the eventual
disposition of these funds: Will aliens, by investment in the
United States, acquire unwarranted influence over her economic,
social, and political life? This concern has produced•.congres-

• sional proposals to restrict alien investment in all types of busi-
nesses. _

i

The concern has focused on a variety of enterprises, from
banking to transportation. 2 Perhaps because of the essential
historical role played by land acquisition and ownership in the
advancement and democratization of our frontiers, foreign ac- :
quisition of land has been a particularly sensitive subject. Alien
purchases of property in the thickly settled areas of Hawaii and
in the farmlands along the Carolina coasts, for instance, have
excited much adverse comment s

The prospect of a return of American dollars to their native
shores in the form of capital investment has not uniformly
inspired mistrust, however. Some have viewed it, without preju-

* Professor of Law, University of Minnesota. The author notes
r_uit_u in more11_ vt:

generalpublicationson thistopic: F. MORRISON & X. KRAUSE, STATE AND

FEDERAL LEGAL REGULATION OF AI_IEN AND CORPORATE LAND OWNERSHIP

AND FARr¢_OPERATION (U.S. Dep't of Agriculture,AgriculturalEconomic
Report No. 284, 1975) and Morrison, Legal Regulation of Alien Land
Ownership in the United States, in 2 U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, INTEILI1V£
REPORT TO CONGRESS ON FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED

STATES app. XI (1975). The views expressed in this Article are solely
those of the author and do not reflect any position of the United States
Government.

1. This is the thrust of a series of bills proposed in Congress over
the past few years. See, e.g., S. 3955, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974). They
culminated in legislation establishing an inquiry into foreign investment "
that will be completed in May 1976. Foreign Investment Study Act
of 1974, 88 SCat. 1450.

, 2. E.g., recent concern over Kuwaiti deposits in a large New York
bank and over Iranian loans to Pan American airlines.

3. See N.Y. Times, Aug. 15, 1974, § 2, at 32, col. 1.
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..'_ "dice toward its origins, as a source of potential prosperity. Thus

some states actively encourage foreign investment as well as

• trade and maintain offices abroad for that purpose.

Neither suspicion nor encouragement of foreign investment
in the United States is new. On the one hand, Congress once
legislated to exclude the English.aristocracy from American land
ownership, 4 and various states did the same with regard to
Orientals. G Moreover, state property laws, deriving from a com-
mon English heritage, retain varying degrees of the ancient
common-law restrictions on alien land ownership. On the other
hand, as a developing nation the United States depended on
European capital for the development of its industry and trade.
The current ambivalence toward a resurgence of alien invest-

ment is a predictable continuation of these dual tendencies.

This Article is concerned with legal restrictions on, alien
investment in land. It surveys existing state and federal •restric-
tions and then examines the validity under the federal Constitu-
tion and treaties of those laws and of proposals for further
limitations. It concludes with a detailed summary and recom-
mendations for the most effective means of implementing fur-
ther limitations, should they prove necessary.

For a number of reasons the law relating to land ownership
by aliens is different from and considerably more complex than

the law respecting other foreign investments. First, real proper-

_i ty law, in contrast to personal property and securities law, rests
on feudal origins. The common law of personal property,

• which governed most aspects of trade and commerce, drew no
i distinctions on the basis of nationality. Nor do the modern

codifications. The same applies to the law of intangibles. Real

] property law, on the other hand, was originally concerned withmaintenance of military loyalty to feudal lords, and thus with the

exclusion of aliens. Second, because it has remained the jeal-

! ously guarded domain of the states, real property law has beenrelatively immune to movements toward uniformity, while per-

,._ sonal property law and the law of intangibles have acquired a

substantial national uniformity. Finally, investment in land has
been more stringently regulated than any other form of alien
investment, except for that in the defense, transportation, and

• ' communication industries.

•. !

i 4. See text accompanying notes 19-21 infra.
• , 5. See text accompanying notes 25-43 _n:[ra.
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i'hus I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
as

The present state of law affecting foreign investment in
land is best understood in the light of a brief examination of its

nent history. U History can pull the confusing and sometimes incon-once
land sistent provisions of state laws into a comprehensible, a.lthough

• not a comprehensive, whole. The law of real property in the
d to United States derives from English feudal law. In that country

corn- the feudal system evolved, after the Norman Conquest, into a.cient
_ther complex hierarchical form of landholding and government. At

on the top of a pyramid stood the King, who held title to every foot
of English soil. Beneath him were the lords to whom he or his

rade. predecessors had granted possession of certain lands in return
vest- for an agreement to furnish the King with specified goods or

services, usually including a number of armed knights to serve
alien him in foreign campaigns. The lord's promise was secured by
_tric- an oath of fealty, or loyalty, to the King. These lords in turn
_titu- granted land to other men who in turn agreed to provide knights •
ether or other payment, likewise secured by an oath of fealty. Justice
corn- was dispensed by the manorial lords and, ultimately, by the

fur- King. Designed, as it was, to secure allegiance to the crown
through military service, the system obviously could tolerate no

eship alien landholders, and so they were excluded.

:than Despite some minor amelioration of this rule--aliens were
toper- later permitted to take real estate by purchase, but not by

rests inheritance_--it remained the law of England until 1870: Even-

perty, tually, the rule could be avoided by simply using domestic
:w no trustees to hold legal title to the land. The chancery courts,
_dern which were not bound by feudal notions, would normally en-

l_eal force the equitable interest of the trust beneficiary regardless of
i with his nationality, and the common-law courts would not look
[th the beyond the trustee's citizenship in determining compliance with

jeal- the formal requirements of real property law. Still, the old rule
been continued to create problems for the unwary until it was abol-

.- per- ished by statute. 8

:ed a Early American land law was based upon this English

nd has heritage. The common-law exclusion of aliens generally pre-alien
and vailed. Indeed, in the colonial era some states apparently re-

6. For a more thorough exposition of this history, see Sullivan,
Alien Land Laws: A Re-Evaluation, 36 TEMP. L.Q. 15 (1962) [hereinafter
cited as Sullivan].

7. 2W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES*249-50.
8. NaturalizationActof1870,33& 34Vict.,c.14,§2.
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stricted land ownership by citizens of other states, a practice
which the Constitution prohibited by the priVileges and immuni-
ties clause2 And during and shortly after the American Revo-
lution'somestates expropriated the holdings of English subjects,
since they had become aliens and, worse yet, enemies. The
continuing rights of English landowners were recognized by

treaty in 17942 0 The supremacy of the treaty over one of the
expropriation acts was established in 1812, in Fair]ax's Devisee
v. Hunter's Lessee. n

Since they are state law, American rules restricting alien
land ownership have not developed uniformly. There has, how-
ever, been a uniform tendency toward dilution or abolition of
the common-law exclusion of aliens. In part this has been

accomplished through legislation. Pennsylvania statutes are
illustrative, n Originally excluding aliens without exception,

they were progressively qualified, first to grant aliens inheritance
rights, _3 then to permit resident aliens to purchase 500 acres, _4

and finally to permit purchases up to 5000 acres. _5 And in
part the relaxation has been accomplished through judicial inter-
pretation of the common law. Some courts read the English
precedents to hold that an alien did not forfeit his land automati-

!_ cally, but only after the official institution of an inquest ex
officio. _ Thus only state officials, not private escheators, could
institute forfeiture proceedings, and their forbearance might be [
expected in certain circumstances. Other courts interpreted the
precedents to deal only with the inheritance, not the purchase, _,
of land, and thus limited the application of the exclusion2 _ 6

i

9. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 2. The right to "take, hold and dispose Iiof property, either real or personal" is included within the scope of this
provision in the formative dictum of Justice Washington in Corfield v.
Coryell, 6 F. Cas. 546, 552 (No. 3230) (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1823). • _:

10. The Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation with Great

11. 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 603 (1812). li
12. PA. STAT.ANN. tit. 68, §§ 21-32 (1965).
13. Id. § 22 (originally enacted as Supplement of Feb. 23, 1791, Pa.

Laws 1791, ch. MDXVII).
14. Id. § 25 (originally enacted as Act of Feb. 10, 1807, Pa. Laws

•l 1807, ch. X\rII).15.. Id. § 28 (originallY enacted as Act of March 24, 1818, Pa. Laws
1818, ch. CLVII). A later Pennsylvania statute provides that aliens may t_
purchase land not exceeding 5000 acres in area and not producing more rl
than $20,000 in net annual income. Id. § 32 (originally enacted as Sup- ¢:
plement of May 1, 1861, Pa. Laws 1861, No. 405).

16. 2 W. BLACKSTONE, COI_IMENTARIES *293. Sullivan, supra note t_

i 6, at 16-17, develops this history well. p
17. Governeur's Heirs v. Robertson, 24 U.S. (11 Wheat) 332 (1826)" _

2 3. KENT, COMMENTARIES"61-63. '

.I
l
1

t
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a practice Three majo r developments within the past century inter-
d immuni- rupted this liberalizing tendency: the exclusion of extensive
_can Revo- alien land ownership in the frontier territories of the Great

h subjects, Plains and in several Midwestern states, the exclusion of Orien-
_es. The tals from land ownership on the Pacific Coast in the period

*gnized by between the two world wars, and the exclusion of inheritance of
one of the land by residents of "Iron Curtain" countries. None of these
,_s Devisee exceptions is now significant, but they shed light on the present

question.

._ting alien In the quarter century following the Civil War, Americans
; has, how- swarmed into the territories of the Great Plains and the Rocky
bo]ition of Mountains to settle. They homesteaded or bought ].and for

has been farming and gradually turned these areas into states. However,

_ututes are these Yeoman farmers and ranchers and their shopkeeping breth-

exception, ern were not the only new arrivals. Some foreign investors,
!nheritance members of the English nobility prominent among them, began

i00 acres, _4 acquiring large ranches. This development engendered a num-
And in ber of fears in the frontier territories. _s Would the foreigners

ticial inter- seek to establish themselves as landlords of the European type?

he English Would the creation of ranches of such a nature jeopardize the
Lautomati- acquisition of statehood? Was the area in danger of becoming /

inquest ex an economic colony of Great Britain? /
_tors, could Congress responded sympathetically. The Territorial v/

might be Land Act of 1887 forbade extensive alien landholding in the
_reted the organized territories, except by immigrant farmers who had

purchase, applied for citizenship. _9 Other laws restricted the acquisition
_7 of homesteads or other federal_ government land by aliens or

alien-controlled businesses. 2° Most of these: federal laws are
and dispose
_cope of this now of reduced significance, because the territories have been

Corfield v. organized into states, and relatively little homestead land re-
mains. Restrictions on alien acquisition of federal mineral lands

with Great have a continuing importance, however, since much mineral-rich
land, including offshore oil resources, is publicly owned. 2_

23, 1791, Pa.
18. Sullivan, supra note 6, at 30-32.

Y/,Pa. Laws 19. 48 U.S.C. §§ 1501-07 (1970). /20. 43 U.S.C. § 161 (1970), 43 C.F.R. § 2511.1 (1974) (homesteads);
!_8,Pa. Laws 43 U.S.C. § 315 ct seq. (1970), 43 C.F.R. §§ 4121.1-1(a)-(c) (1974) (graz-

aliens may ing). Grazing rights are important in some Western areas, since many
_uci.ng more ranches are not economically viable if permission to use neighboring fed- /t
¢ted as Sup- erally owned lands is withheld.

21. See lVlining Law of 1872. § 1, 30 U.S.C. § 22 (1970) (applicable
s_pra note _o "all valuable mineral deposits" but not those containing petroleum

products); Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 181 et seq. (1970)
332 (1826); (applicable to petroleum products and other minerals). Restrictions on

i

433490
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A group of Midwestern states enacted laws similar to the _/

•Territorial Land Act at about the same time."" Th.ese laws

prohibited alien ownership except by immigrant farmers, who
constituted a substantial portion of the population in some of
these states. Eventually a few of the statutes were repealed or
nullified by constitutional amendment in order to foster foreign
investment? 3 In other states, however, the laws remain on the
books. 2_

The second wave of anti-alien legislation illustrates one of
the more deplorable aspects of American history, the systematic

discrimination against persons of Oriental ancestry. 2_ Land

laws were only Part of a pattern. Immigration laws contained
similar provisions. _ The detention of Japanese and Japanese-
Americans in concentration camps during the Second World
War was the culmination of this discrimination.

Motivated by racial intolerance or by a fear of undue
competition from allegedly overzealous Oriental farmers, legisla-
tures in Pacific Coast states passed laws prohibiting alien Orien-_
tals from owning land. California, which had legislatively abol-
ished the condition of citizenship for landholding, 27
reintroduced it in this modified form in 1913. 2s The legislation

spread eastward, finding its way into the statute books of states
as far east as Kansas. 29

These laws were commonly framed to exclude from land

ownership "aliens ineligible for citizenship." Since Orientals

alien ownership also exist in more recent enactments dealing with off-
shore oil development, 43 U.S.C. § i331 et seq. (1970), and with geother-
mal steam resources. 30 U.S.C. § 1015 (1970):

22. Sullivan, supra note 6, at 31-32. At one time 13 states enacted
legislation prohibiting aliens from acq_iri_g land. U.S. PU;LIC LAND
LAW REVIEW COMMISSION, HISTORYOF PUBLICLAND LAW DEVELOPMENT

482-83 (1968).
23. For a discussion of individual state statutes, see text accom-

panying notes 50-121 infra.
24. See Sullivan, supra note 6.
25. See Ferguson, The California Alien Land Law and the Four-

teenth Ame_dment, 35 CALIF. L. REV. 61 (1947); McGovney, The Anti-
Japanese Land Laws o] California and Ten Other States, 35 CALn_. L.
REV.7 (1947).

26. See note 30 _nfra.
27. Amendments to the Code of California 1873-74, ch. 612, § 100

(codified at C._L.C_IL Co_E § 671 (1954)) quoted in Blythe v. Hinckley,
180 U.S. 333, 337 n.1 (1901).

28. Cal. Stats. ch. ]]3 (1913). The restrictions on alien land owner-
ship were made more severe by an initiative law approved by the voters
in 1920. 1921Cal. Stats. Ex. Sess. lxxxvD.

29. KAN. STAT.ANN. § 59-511 (19 ).
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_ilar to the were the only racial class excluded from citizenship by the
These laws federal imm_gratiorl laws, 3° the practical effect was immediate.
__raers, who Moreover, the statutes themselves were highly detailed, prohibit-

2n some of ing not only direct ownership of land but also every imaginable /
_'epealed or form of avoidance technique2 _ /
ster foreign The United States Supreme Court upheld the validity of_9/
lain on the these laws in 1923. 3" Finding nothing to offend the equal

tt protection clause, "_3the Court based its decision on the power of V///

ates one of a state to define and delimit property rights. 3_

:systematic The demise of this body of legislation began with a Su-
hr.-5 Land preme Court decision invalidating a California statutory provi-
s contained sion creating a presumption that land acquired by a citizen from
1 Japanese- funds provided by an ineligible alien was acquired on behalf of
_.ond World the alien in violation of the statute and thus subject to forfeiture.

The Court held the presumption to be discriminatory and viola-

of undue rive of a minor Oriental's right, as a citizen by birth, to own land

rs, iegisla- anywhere in the United States. 3_ Four concurring Justices as-
ion Oriea- sorted that the basic legislation prohibiting alien ownership
ively abol- might also be susceptible to challenge. 36 _, _:

_dholding, 27 That challenge never reached the Supreme Court. a_ Per- l
._legislation haps motivated by the Court's new stance, perhaps by the record ,i
,ks of states of racial atrocities that emerged from World War II, the states _:

with legislation discriminating against landholding by Orientals _:
from land

Orientals 30. Free white persons had long been eligible for citizenship. Act
of March 26, 1790, ch. 3, 1 Stat. 103. See also Act of July 14, 1370, ch.
254, § 7, 16 Stat. 256 (persons of African nativity or descent eligible).

_g with off- Statutory amendments further restricted the categories until they even-
_ith geother- tually became primarily applicable o_ly to Japanese. A_t of Oct. 14,

1940, ch. 876, § 303, 54 Stat. 1140 (races indigenous to Western Hemi-
_ntes enacted sphere eligible); .Act of _ec__!7, 1943, ch. 344, § 3, 57 Star. _01 (C1-Anese
PUBLICLAND . eligible) ; Act of July 2, 1946, ch. 534, 60 Stat. 416 (Filipinos and Indians
)EVELOP1VJ[ENT eligible).

31. E.g., an alien Could not acquire a leasehold interest, Terrace v.
text accom- Thompson, 263 U.S. 197 (1923) ; nor could the allen have the conveyance

made to a citizen, if the consideration was paid by the ineligible alien.
Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633 (1948).

_d the Four- _2. Terrace v. Thompson, 263 U.S. 197 (1923); Porterfield v. Webb,
y, The Anti- 263 U.S. 225 (1923).
35 CAL_". L. 33. Terrace v. Thompson, 263 U.S. 197, 219-22 (1923).

34. Id. at 216-18 (citing Hauenstein v. Lynham. 100 U.S. 483, 484,
488 (1880); Blythe v. Hinckley, 180 U.S. 333, 340 (1901); Phillips v.

_. 612, § lOO Moore, 100 U.S. 208, 212 (1879)).
v. t-Iinckley, 35. Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633 (1948).

36. Id. at 647 (Black & Douglas, JJ., concurring); id. at 650 (Mur-
land owner- / phy & Rutledge, JJ., concurring).
)y the voters 37. " But the Court did strike down similar restrictions in commercial

fishing licenses the same year. Takahasl_i v. Fish & Game Comm'n, 334
U.S. 410 (1948),
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j have either repealed or judicially invalidated their laws since the z:

war. Most important in this regard were Cal!fornia , where the i:
legislature repealed the act in 1953 and provided compensation ,,:
for those whose land had been forfeited in the interim; _s Ore-/i

gon, where the state supreme court invalidated the act as viola-

tive of constitutional guarantees; 39 and Washington, where prov- .;_
isions of the state constitution were repealed by referendum in .,::
1966J ° Other legislation lost its significance with the 1952 f_:
amendment of the federal immigration law, 4_ which eliminated

l the class of "ineligible aliens. ''42 Apparently meaningless rem- bc

nants of the law remain in a few states. 43 f_

The third major wave of legislation arose during the "Cold to,
War." These state statutes actually operated upon probate,

] rather than property, law and were designed to prevent the to

1 diversion of American wealth to totalitarian governments, rather imthan to prevent land ownership by individual aliens. They fc_
permitted state courts to impound the proceeds of inherited l_._
lands where it appeared that an alien heir would not have the
full and real enjoyment thereof. 44 These provisions created a .m
number of problems for the courts. Itow should a judge deter- ir,_

•mhle whether an alien beneficiary would receive the full and real
enjoyment of his property? A superficial inquiry into the for-
eign nation's statutes would almost always produce an affirma-
tive answer, and an inquiry directed to the consular or diplo-

l'0,_
38. Cal. Stats. 1953, ch. 1816. The act was repealed after the state

supreme court had declared it invalid in Sei Fujii v. State, 33 Cal. 2d s!_

i 718, 242 P.2d 617 (1952).

_t0_--W_A-=C_Ns_:-amend. 42. WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 64.16.005 ce_'
• (Supp. 1974) implements this amendment by providing that any alien ']'}

may hold, convey, or devise any interest in land as if he were a native de
citizen.

41. Immigration and Nationality Act, ch. 477, § 311, 66 SLat. 239 th
(1952) (codified at 8 U.S.C. § 1422 (1970)).

42. There still are some aliens ineligible for citizenship, notably
resident aliens who have claimed e-_emption from military service pursu-
ant to treaty, 8 IJ.S.C. § 1426 (1970); 50 U.S.C. APP. § 454(a) (Supp.
IV, 1974), and others who do not meet other criteria for grant of citizen-
ship. See 8 U.S.C. §§ 1423-1427 (1970). State laws seem never to have _,i'.

:'] been applied to any of these classes. ,,_:_

] 43. ARIZ. IIEV. STAT.-ANN. §§ 33-1201 to -1207 (1974); KAN. R_'.v. the,SVAT. ANN. § 59-511(19) (inheritance).
44. For an exposition of this legislation and its impact, see Be_Tnan,

• . Sovict Heirs in American Courts, 62 COLUM. L. REV. 257 (1962) ; Heyman,
I The Nonresident Alien's Right to Succession Under the "Iron Curtain

Rule," 52 Nw. U.L. REV. 221 (1957).

: .. . .._.--....._ .... _. . . . :" ._ .... . _ .... ... . _ . . . .. . • . -_-_._ . ._"_"'_.-'_ ._:._-2_.:_._.._. ,_ . ._..'_'_
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since the matic officials of the foreign state could hardly be expected to

the produce a negative one. So probate courts entered into a series
of independent inquiries, often contradicting or ignoring foreign

3s Ore- statutes and diplomatic officials.

as viola- In Zschernig v. Miller, _ the Supreme Court severely re-

prov- stricted this approach, characterizing the independent inquiries
rendum in as an invasion of the federal govermnent's exclusive rights in the

the 1952 field of foreign relations. It has been widely supposed that the I
decision nullified the statutes, but many of them remain on the

tess rem- books, 4c and some of them have been upheld by state and lower
federal •courts willing to distinguish Zschernig on the basis of

the "Cold technical differences in the legislation or its application. 4_

probate, The general tendency for the past quarter century has been
the to reduce or eliminate barriers to alien ownership of real estate,

rather indeed in some cases the laws have been modified to stimulate

They foreign investment. 4s Other than the Cold War inheritance
legislation, there appear to be only two new state laws increasing

r have the the burdens on alien investors. These laws, adopted by Iowa
created a and Nebraska in 1975, merely add public reporting require-

dge deter- merits to those states' existing restrictions on alien ownership. 49
and real

to the for- II. EXISTING LEGISLATION AFFECTING
affirma- ALIEN OWNERSHIP

or diplo- Land law is principally state law. 5° The States, through
reception of the common law or through their own judicial or

the state statutory innovations, define and delimit the rights of real estate

38 Cal. 2d ownership. The federal law in this field, with two significant I
1949). See exceptions, is of only peripheral interest. The exceptions con-

cern the property, real and personal, of enemy or hostile aliens. _ [i
§ 64.16.005

any alien The Alien Property Custodian Regulations, 5_ promulgated un-
a native der authority of the Trading with the Enemy Act, _2 provide that

'66 Stat. 239 the property of enemy aliens shall Vest in a federal official in i

notably 45. 389 U.S. 429 (1968).
pursu- 46. See text accompanying notes 108-19 inSra.
(Supp. 47. See note 172 infra and accompanying text. _;

of citizen- 48. S.C. CODEANN. § 57-103 (1962), for example, extends permitted
to have alien landholding to 500,000 acres (in place of the previous 500). This [

extension reportedly was made so that a pulp mill Could locate within
) ; KAY. R_.V. the state. Sullivan, supra note 6, at 40.

49. Iowa Laws 1975, ch. 133, §§ 7-8; Neb. Laws 1975, LB 203, § 2.
, see Berman, 50. See Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U.S. 483, 484 (1880); Chirac v. _
_2) ; Heyman, Chirac, 15 U.S. (2 Wheat.) 259 (1817). ._

"o_ Curtain 51. 8 C.F.R. pts. 501-10 (1975).
52. 50 U.S.C. APP. § 1 et seq. (1970).
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! time of declared war. The Foreign Assets Control Regula- / _ _i.-:tions, _3 promulgated under the same statute, subject all property _ t,.!,

i! transactions by aliens of listed nations to prior approval and
I clearance from the Treasury Department.. ]3oth sets of regula- _'":;

i tions rest upon the war and foreign relations powers of the '"'
federal government. They are described in greater detail in _ "_
connection with their possible preemptive effect upon state fi"-
law. _4

Other federal laws deal with a host of land-related ques- ",_|

tions, generally involving the right to obtain or exploit federally c,°,,,i,'l
owned resources, such as homestead land, 55 grazing land, 56
mineral land, _7 or geothermal steam resources. 5s The states " !'_
have similar bodies of law dealing with the disposition of their _:"'

property. _9 Frequently these laws, both state and federal, have or
provisions excluding some or all aliens from directly obtaining s,_
public lands or rights. The description and evaluation of these
laws are beyond the scope of this inquiry. :\'

State laws both define the entities that can be "owned" and

provide recognition for ownership. In this sense, state laws o'._'r
defining property rights are different from those restricting per- ,}.,,
sonal liberties. In general, our system allows an individual to do ' '_'

anything that he is not forbidden to do, but in the sphere of a,_,_|
property relations, he may do only what he is allowed to-- s;,:,t|
own, buy, sell, lease, and so on. The law creates property I

i_ rights, while it _imits freedoms2 ° This seemingly esoteric dis- s}fi,lj,
0 ",kiI

' 53. 31 C,F.R. pt. 500 (1975). Related regulations are the Cuban r,,:_

_ Assets Control I_egulations, _d. pt. 515, and the Rhodesian Sanctions Reg-
ulations, id. pt. 530.

54. See text accompanying notes 200-08 {n_ra: - -
55. 43 U.S.C. § 161 (1970) ; 43 C.F.R. § 2511.1 (1974). :_',a'.
56. 36 C.F.R. §§ 231.3-6 •(1975); U.S. Forest Service, Manual; §§ ._:_:_

2231.14-.18 (1969). 1, _!
57. 30 U.S.C. §§ 22-26 (1970) (development of certain "valuable de:_

minerals" on public domain land); id. § 181 (leases of public domain I,,
land for development o_ coal, oil, and similar minerals) ; id. § 352 (leases _::'_'_
of non-public domain land for all types of minerals); 42 id. § 2061 et
seq. (1970) (special rules for uranium); 43 id. § 1331 (offshore oil u._:_
leases). All contain some restraint on alien exploitation.

58. 30 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq. (1970). :_,3
59. E.g., A_z. CONST.art. X, § 11; ALASKAS_AT. § 38.05.190 (1973); _''

'] flkP, IZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 37-240 (1974); IDAHO CODE § 53-313 (1976);

i ORE. REV. STAT. ,_§ 273.255, 517.010, 517.044 (1973).

60. Some would find a "natural" or "social contract" right to prop-•
erty lhat logically precedes the creation of governmental institutions.

: E,g., J. LOCKE, Two TP.EATISESOF GOVEmN,MENT bk. II, §§ 25-51, 123-27 2"'
(P. Laslett cd. 1960). Even conceding this idea in an inchoate, general-
ized sense, the fine definitions of property rights must be drawn by the Y:

.1
,{ '
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Regula- tinction has a practical impact, for courts are more willing to
tolerate discrimination by the legislature in the exercise of itsall property

approval and definitional power, e.g., in creating proper.ty rights, than in the

sets of regula- exercise of its regulative power, e.g., restraining personal liber- l:
)owers of the ty. 0_ In the first case, but for the legislative enactment, there i:
_ter detail in would be nothing; in the second case, there would be unfettered l

:ct upon state freedom, i

The state laws presently affecting foreign ownership of real 1
ques- estate fall into three major types: (a) those that directly affect _.

federally ownership by foreign individuals, (b) those that affect foreign !
land,56 corporate ownership, and (c) those that affect ownership by for- _.

..ss The states• eign individuals through the laws relating to inheritance. In a "'

bositionof their majority of statesthere is no restrictionon foreignownership _
of real estate. In all but five, the restrictions are so trivial, or

Ld federal, have
so easily avoided, as to be meaningless.

:ectly obtaining

Ltion of these A. RESTllICTIONS ON ALIEN INDIVIDUALS ._

"owned" and The statutes of the dozen states that substantially restrict
state laws ownership of land by alien individuals can be subdivided into

restricting per- three major categories: (1) those in which the prohibition is !
to do general, (2) those that limit the amount or value of holdings,

the sphere of and (3) those that limit the time of holding. No two of the -_

is allowed to_ statutes are the same.
_.reates property Four states, Connecticut, _2 Mississippi, _3 New Hamp- ":

gly esoteric dis- sh_ahp.m_a:,_-_gene_ally.:exclude ahens from land
ownership. :[hree of these states provide an exception-for aliens

are the Cuban residing within th_b-_-d_Connectlcut, for ahens resid-
Sanctions Reg- ing _ny-_l_e--er_i_-e==U_i%ed S_h:te}. =T_X.b:Vf _the::states66 further i_

slate, either by legislation or judicial declaration. IV_ostjudicial disct_s- _:
Manual; §§ sion of this point has focused on the power of states to enact prospective

legislation affecting the obligation of contracts. See, e.g., Ogden v. Saun- _:
certain "valuable ders, 25 U.S. (12 Wheat.) 213 (1827) (finding the obligation of contracts
of public domain to be derived from state law, over Chief Justice lVrarshall's dissent

:) ; id. § 352 (leases grounding the obligation in natural law principles). '_
3); 42 id. § 2061 et 61. The Supreme Court pointed out this distinction most clearly in

1331 (offshore oil upholding the anti-alien land laws in 1923. In Terrace v. Thompson, 263
U.S. 197, 221 (1923), the Court distinguished Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S.

on. 33 (1915), in which it had held a restriction on the employment of aliens
unconstitutional, describing land ownership as a _.r_wlege.

• § 38.05.190 (1973); 62. CONN.GEN. STAT.ANN. §§ 47-57, -58 (1960).;S § 58-313 (1976)" "' 63. ]V[ISS.CODEANN. § 89-1-23 (1973).
64. N.H. REV.STAT.ANN. § 477.20 (19611).

:ract" right to prop- 65.. OI_a. CONS_. art. 22, § 1; OKLA. STA'r. ANN. tit. 60, §§ 121- '
m_ental institutions. 23 (1971).
1I, §§ 25-51, 123-27 66. CONN. GEN. STAT.ANN. § 47-57 (1960) (citizens of France);
n inchoate, general- MlSs.°CODEANN. § 89-1-23 (1973) (citizens of Syria and Lebanon)._st be drawn by the
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provide special treatment for the citizens of specified nations, a incc
t provision that is of dubious constitutional validity. _7 Connecti- n,_w.
1 cut allows nonresident spouses or lineal descendants of deceased,

_1 lawful alien holders to take and hold indefinitely, _s while Okla- aln:.
homa permits nonresident alien heirs to hold real estate for five e:.:,'
Years'G_ It,:

Oft their faces, these statutes extend to all kinds of real in,i,
property--residential, commercial, industrial, or agricultural-- kin,

1 except the Connecticut rule, which exempts mining property dl2d

from its prohibitiond ° In form these are the most far-reaching c_.
of the state restrictions.

_._ta__es,=I.o_v_a,_ 1 Minnesota, _2 Pennsylvan!a, _s and E,.
Wisconsin, _4 have significant acreage restrictions. The Iowa v;,;_
and Wisconsin laws hmlt nonresment ahens to 6_0 acresya ,tract

large enough, however, for most nonagricultural and many agri- p_

i cultural uses. Iowa also exempts all land within municipal p,.;!

boundaries. Minnesota provides a much more restrictive rule, al,
limiting alien holdings to 90,000 square feet, about two acres, or a ,i
the size of a city block. It also provides, however, a series of r_'s,
exceptions: for aliens applying for citizenship, for aliens who act:

have acquired by inheritance or corporate distribution, and for _ 1'

I settlers on small farmsd _ Pennsylvania provides a broader
ex- c:d

ception, exempting alien ownership of land not exceeding 5000 wit{
acres in area and not providing more than $20,000 in net annual t::k,.

67. See text accompanying note 174 in:fra. ./:68. CONN.GEN. STAT.ANN. § 47-57 (Supp. 1976). bu;
{ 69. O_GGA.STAT.ANN. tit. 60, § 123 (1971). x.,,70. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 47-58 (1960).

71. IOWA CODE _ 567.1 (Supp. ,o_ ¢,o oleo IOWA CONST. art. I, _,_,;
§

I 22"72. MINN. STAT. § 500.22(i) (1974).73. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 68, § 32 (1965). I_.:

74. W_s. STAT. §§ 710.01, .02 (1973). But c_. W_s. CONST. art. I, § t-.a
15 ("No distinction shall ever be made by law between resident aliens
and citizens, in reference to the possession, enjoyment or descent of prop-
erty.").

75. Minnesota also expressly provides that the statutory restrictions
do not apply if a treaty grants greater rights to an alien. NhNN. STAT.
§ 500.22(1) (1974). This is substantively unimportant, since a treaty
would prevail over state law in any event, Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S.
418 (1920), but it is significant in procedural and political terms. Pro- ""
cedurally, it means that a clmllenge to a state statute by a treaty-pro-
tected alien is only to its a_)plication and not to its basic validity, thus
exch|ding the possibility of a tl_ree-judge court under 28 U.S.C. § 2281 ""
(1970). See Ex partc Bransford, 310 U.S. 354, 361 (1940). Politically, .'

_' it reflects the state legislatui:e's acknowledgement of its limited role in ''
the disposition of these issues,
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nations, a income. This exception would permit extensive holding of
Connecti- nonproductive land for investment or development.

of deceased, In three of these states, then, the impact of the legislation is
while Okla- almost exclusively on agriculture and related activities. The

_tate for five exclusion of urban land, either expressly or by maximum-size
limitations, means that most alien investment in residential,

of real industrial, or commercial property is not affected. Certain other
ricultural-- land-intensive activities, such as mining, housing developments, i

ing property and the very largest industrial undertakings, might also be limit- :
far-reaching ed. Only Minnesota, with its more restrictive limitation, would '_,

preclude most foreign commercial and industrial developments.
[vania$ 3 and Even there, individual residential and recreational purchases i_
',. The Iowa would not be affected. _.

acres, a tract Finally, Illinois$ ° Indiana, 7_ KentuckyTS and Nebraska 79

:d many agri- put timeii-mits on alien: _//hersl4ip. -_ In-general, the limitation :7
in municipal periods range -from •five to eight years, s° but there are exception-
;trictive rule, al circumstances that will extend the limitation period, s_ Again,
t_vo acres, or a substantial number of landholdings are excepted from the

r, a series of restrictions. Indiana apparently exempts holdings of up to 320
,r aliens who acres, and in Nebraska the time restrictions do not apply to land

ution, and for within three miles of a city's limits. In all but Nebraska an alien
a broader ex- can take any real property interest, s-o long as-he cHsposes-Of it

_ceeding 5000 within the prescribed period; in Nebraska the alien may_only. ..,
in net annual take a leasehold interes_ not exceeding_ _th-e statu_o;_ 15eriod. ,:

"-_---The--_-g-ihws;have _ar_i-ng impacts on different kinds of real _,_.

estate'investment:_ Th=e Nebras_;a!a_w_affgctsmamly farmland, ;.
bu_i_ th_s is_ a severe restricti-_.---T_h_li_n_ and _ ':
"N-ebra-st_-_axv-s appear designed to encourage alien immigrants to

CoNsT. art. 1, become• citizens, since the time restrictions they impose coincide
with the five-year period prescribed by federal law for acquisi-
tion of citizenship, s-_ The law in all these states except Nebras-

CO_ST. art. 1, § ka could potentially affect all kinds of land investment.
resident aliens

descent of prop- 76. ILL.1-_EV.SWAT.ch. 6, §§ 1-2 (1975).

atory restrictions _7. IND.CODE§ 32-1-8-2 (1973).
en. M_,_N.SWAT. 78. KY. R_v. STAr. ANN. §§ 381.300, .330 (1970).

79. I'qEB.REV.SWAT.§§ 76-402, -414 (1971)._, since a treaty
olland, 252 U.S. 80. ILL. REV. SWAT.ch. 6 § 2 (1975) (six years); lIND.CODE _ 32-
al term._. Pro- 1-8-2 (1973) (five years); KY. REV. SWAT.ANN. §§ 381.300, .330 (1970)
y a treaty-pro- (eight years) ; NEB.REV.STAT.§ 76-402 (1971) (five years).
c validity, thus 81. In Kentucky a resident alien may hold land for a residence,

_28 U.S.C. § 2281 trade, or business for 21 years, KY. REV. SWAT.ANN. § 381.320 (1970),
40). Politically, and special rules apply for the alien spouse or children of a United States

s limited role in citizen. Id. § 381.310.

• 82. 8 U.S.C. § 1427(a) (1970).
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11] In addition to these 12 states, there is another handful in
which a search of the statutes reveals merely nominal restrictions

._ on alien ownership. Four states purport to exclude alien ene-

'_i mies from property ownership, s3 a provision that is undoubtedly
preempted by federal legislation, s4 Two others, Arizona s5 and

! Wyoming, s_ retain remnants of the old "eligibility for citizen-

ship" laws, although these are both practically irrelevant and

i clearly unconstitutional, sT Finally, there is the peculiar provi-

1 sion in South Carolina, which limits each alien to a half million
i acres of land. ss

t
_. B. RESTRICTIONS ON CORPORATIONS

Since the corporate form of operation is now a common

.] form of business enterprise in this country, restrictions on indi-
! vidual investors will not affect a primary form of alien invest-

i ment. h_Ioreover, since the corporate form is readily available tothe alien investor, it would be a simple avoidance device if only

i individual alien ownership were prohibited. Yet only a few statessubstantially restrictland acquisition and holding by such corpo-
rations. Two states, Iow_ a p_ndNebraskap ° exclude from most

1 land owners_-hip cor_a{_iorisih- wl_icl_ a:liehs_hold a majority of
,] stock. In Wi-sddi_s-in--{his_ru!e al2plies if.nonresident.aliens ihold

more t:han_20 percent of the stock2 _ These laws include a

83. GA. CODE ANN'. § 79-303 (1973); MD. A1NrN.CODE art. 21, § 14-
101 (1973) ; N,J. STAT. ANN. § 46:3-18 (Supp. 1975) ("alien friends" per-
mitted to hold real estate) ; VA. CODE ANr_. § 55-1 (1974).

84. See text accompanying notes 200-09 in_ra.
85. /_z. REV. STA_. ANN. § 33-1201 (1974).
86. WYO. CONS_. art. 1, § 29; WYO. STAT. ANN. § 34.-151 (Supp. 1975)

(applies, on its face, only to nonresident ineligible aliens).
87. See _ex_ accompanying notes 35-43 supra.

j 88. S.C. CODE ANN. § 57-103 (1962).89. low_ COPS §§ 491.67, 567.1,567.2 (1975). The statute applies

._ both to corporations incorporated outside of the United States and to cor-
: _ porations in which half or more of the stock is owned by nonresident

l aliens. A new statute requires reporting by alien corporations. Iowa. Laws 1975, ch. 133, § 7.
90. NEll. REV. STAT. §§ 76-402 to -414 (1971). The prohibition

applies to a corporation if a majority of its stock is owned by aliens,

if a majority of the directors are aliens, if its executive officers
or are

aliens. Id. § 76-406. Mm;eover, any corporation not incorporated in Ne-

can acquire at most a five-year leasehold interest in Nebraska
braska
real estate lying three miles beyond a city's limits. Id. §§ 76-402, -414.

I Furthermore, a new statute requires annual reporting by corporationsthat have acquired at least a leasehold interest in •agricultural ]and. Neb.
,, Laws 1975, LB 203. One of the express purposes of the act is "to protect

against alien ownership of Nebraska agricultural land." Id. § 1.
:i 91. Wls. STAT. § 710.02 (1973).

,$

l
t

t
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in variety of narrow exceptions) 2

,.tions Two ,°ther states, Arizona '_3 and Minnesota, '_4 prohibit cor- }
ene- porations organized outside of the United States from holding _

real estate. The common law of some other states may be ,,

3_ and interpreted to extend the rules against individual aliens to such .

citizen- corporations/_ Further, New York conditions the power of any

and out-of-state corporation to hold land upon reciprocity, 9_ but the

provi- creation of a New York subsidiary avoids the •impact of the

million statute. And South Carolina limits alien corporations, like alien

individuals, to 500,000 acres eachy a virtually meaningless

limitation. A formal prohibition on corporate ownership by

aliens in Pennsylvania 9s has been largely eaten away by provi-

sions of the state's corporation code29

on indi- The family farm acts of eight states in the upper Midwest
and Great Plains are also relevant here3 °° These laws limit or

_ble to prohibit investment in agricultural land by corporations owned

e if only by numerous shareholders or engaged in substantial nonagricul-
ew states tural activities. _°_ Moreover, because they define agricultural

ch corpo- land _°2 broadly, if at all, these statutes may affect nonagrieultur- :
:ore most al corporate activities also. On the other hand, in only two

_jority of states, Minnesota and North Dakota, are the acts drafted in a ,
:tens hold

nclude a 92. E.g., in Iowa lenders may hold foreclosed land, Iowa CODE §
567.2 (1975); in Nebraska common carriers, manufacturers, filling sta- i
tions, and bulk stations are exempt in some (but not all) circumstances,

• 21, § 14- NEB. 1REV.STA_r. §§ 76-412, -413 (1971); Wisconsin grants a 640-acre ex-
ends" per- eruption. WIs. STAT. § 710.02 (1973).

93. ARIZ. R_W. STAT. ANN. § 10-107(D) (Supp. 1975). .
94. MIN_. STAT. § 500.22(1) (1974)• :
95. See Society for the Propagation of the Gospel v. New Haven,

_upp. 1975) 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 464, 439-91 (1823).
96. N.Y. GEN. CORP. LAW § 221 (McKinney 1943). _ :
97, S.C. CODE ANN. § 57-103 (19_2).
98. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 68, § 21 (1965).

:ute applies 99. Id. tit. I5, § 2203(b) (I) (1967) (repealing as to corporations for
_and to cor- profit); id. § 8103 (b) (repealing as to corporations not for profit); id.
nonresident §§ 8102, 8103 (g) (repealing as to nonprofit corporations).
ions. Iowa 100. Iowa Laws 1975, ch. 133; KA_.r. S'rA'r. ANN. §§ 17-5901, -5902 '

(1974); _.INN. STAT. § 500.24 (Supp. 1975); Mo. Acts 1975, act 114; N.D.
prohibition CENt'. CODE § 10-0_-01 (1960); OKL._. S:r_. tit. 18, §§ 951-54 (Supp.

by aliens, 1975) ; S.D. COD_ § 47-9A-3 (1974) ; W_s. Sr_r. § 182.001 (1973).
: officers are 101. Most of the statutes grant exemptions to corporations that en-
_rated in Ne- gage primarily in agriculture and that have a limited number of share-
in Nebraska holders, and to closely held "family farm corporations."
76-402, -414. 102. When al)plied, this concept is very broad. E.g., M_N_¢. STAT. §
corporaiions 500.24(2) (Supp. 1975) (prohibiting nonexempt corporations from ac-

d land. Neb. quiring an interest in "land used for farming or capable of being used
is "to protect for fat-ruing"). Statutory exceptions l_et'mit industrial development on

1, agricultural land acquired by corporations, subject to limitations. See,
e.g., id. § 500.24(2) (10.
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manner that would severely inhibit the formation of a personal
holding corporation to circumvent the statutes applying to alien
individuals2 o3

The paucity of realistic state restrictions on corporate own-
ership probably is attributable to the state of corporate law when
the anti-alien restrictions were enacted. Unlike individuals, cor-
porations have only those rights conferred upon them by the
laws of the state in which they are operating, unless they are

engaged in interstate commerce or otherwise exempt from state

jurisdiction? °4 Apparently, the legislators responsible for the
current anti-alien restrictions thought that they could limit alien
land ownership through the corporate form by simply excluding

undesired corporations Or by denying corporations generally the
power to own lands. However, the states no longer effectively
screen the corporations created under their laws or admitted to

do business within their boundaries. Moreover, corporate pur-

pose clauses have been expanded to permit virtually all legiti-
mate businesses, _°5 and corporate land ownership is frequently
expressly authorized} 0G

C. EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE RESTRICTIONS

_.hen--the_restrictions:_on_ownership_ by_ _alien individuals
and corporate ownership are taken together, only five states have

substanhal restnchons on ahen ownership ofland_ _-A-11five_are

in th_ up-per Mid%/4st-Great Plains re--w a, Minnesota,
Nebr_aska,-Okl__-_aanct-Wisconsin lim-
it both aliens-and alien-controlled corporations to 640 acres.
Minnesota and Oklahoma impose more severe restrictions on

individuals, but limit alien corporations principally through the
provisions of their family farm legislation, thus also leaving
_,_.._.1_,_14....1 1..,-1 .11 . 4--.._ _ .. lkl

braska's is the most complex of these statutes, but it too leaves
' alien investment within municipal boundaries and in certain

other areas unregulated.

103. North Dakota has a flat prohibition, N.D. CENT. CODE§ 10-06-01
(1960); Minnesota requires a majority of the shareholders to reside on
the farm or actively engage in farming. MINN. STAT. § 500.24(1)(d)
(Supp. 1975).

104. Paul v. Virginia, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168 (1869) ; Bank of Augusta
v. Earle, 38 U.S. (13 Pet.) 519 (1839).

105. See, e.g., ABA-ALI MODEL BUS. Co!lp. ACT § 3 (1974) ("any law-
ful purpose or purposes, except for the purpose of banking or insur-
ance").

106. Scc, e.g., id. § 4(d).
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!
ff a personal Thus, if the alien investor is free to use either the personal _

ying to alien or corporate form, lie may invest in most urban and rural land in :
the United States--whether for industrial, commercial, or resi-

:porate own- dential use. The only substantial obstacles he faces are the laws _

Lte law when of five states regarding farmland, or large tracts of any land. T:
ividuals, cor- If the alien investor _s constrained to use the corporate form
:hem by the for taking title, he may still invest in urban land anywhere in the
ess they are United States, but, because of the operation of the family farm

_t from state acts, the list of states in which he cannot buy agricultural land
:_ible for the expands to eight states with the addition of Missouri, North
id limit alien Dakota, and South Dakota.

ly excluding If, for tax or other reasons, _°7 the alien investor is con-

_enerally the strained to use a non-American corporate form for taking title,
r effectively the list of potential danger areas expands still further and begins,

admitted to in Arizona, Minnesota, and, potentially, New York, to affect
rporate pur- urban, as well as agricultural, real estate.
ly alllegiti-

s frequently D. RESTRICTIONS ON INHERITANCE

More than a dozen stateshave restrictionson inheritanceof

real _a'ti'ensr"_'h_l_-_-tl_ese restrictions do not directlys
. affect--htieh=:-ihwestment, they do restrict one means of alien

individuals acquisition of land. Moreover, they may discourage potential
e states have investors, alien or not, who would wish to be able to devise their

All five are holdings to aliens. Most oL.:the-restrictions _fall _ into two
Minnesota, • _--= • ....categories: those that depend_on a finding that tl_e alien's
,consinlim- nafi_]h-d_i_e :_im-ofh_Sinheritance:and those-t}i_tdepend

o 640 acres, on a_fi'h'dii_:that - t-he-:hNe-n-'s---nation _:woutd not-permit-_a United
__trictions on States citizen,toinherit-pr_perty from one of its:citizens.

through the Five states, Con necticu_$ °s Massachusetts, "_°' New Jer-
also leaving sey,q ° New York, n' ahd Wisconsin, n2 condition the probate

mr. Ne- --- -
court's Oi;dei:-Sf d i_tYib_tibh-f6a-nbhr_-_ident_-alien:beneficiary on

it too leaves _a-denfo_ns{r-a_i_n :tli_t-__he -_V_ilI receive {h-e--tr{_6-benefit 6f the
in certain • _: ...............

mlient-ance. Some of these statutes impose the burden of proof
off-the heir. In New York, for instance, if the heir fails to carry
the burden, the assets of the estate are either put into escrow,

§ 10-06-01 paid into some public fund for the possible eventual benefit of's to reside on
500.24(1) (d)

107. See Forry, Plan_dng hwcst_ents from Abroad in U_ited Sta_es
of Augusta Rea_ Estate, 9 INT'LLAWYE}_239 (1975).

108. CONN.GEN. SWAT.ANN. § 45-278 (Supp. 1976)i
("any law- 109. IVIAss.ANN. LAWSoh. 206, § 27B (1969).

or insur- 110. N.J'. SWAT.ANN. § 3A:25-10 (1953).
111. N.Y. ScaR. CT. P_o. LAW. § 2218(3) (McKinney Supp. 1975).
112. Win. STA_. § 863.37 (1973).
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:_ the heir, or, in certain circumstances, converted into the "neeess- III. C(
ities of life" and sent to the heir abroad. _3 Some of the

:Jl statutes, New Jersey's, for instance, are silent on the question of A var i_:,
proof. The New Jersey courts limit themselves to a routine gations in:
reading of the foreign statutes in such cases. H4 They do so multilater:::
apparently to avoid unconstitutionality under Zschernig v. above-disc.._

Miller, _ the 1968 Supreme Court decision limiting the permis- might be i,
sible scope of state judicial inquiries into the treatment of inher- state gover
itances by foreign states, sions will })

These statutes are relics of the more frigid periods of the considerati;

Cold War, when certain Eastern European countries virtually types of ac_
confiscated inheritances by means of taxes: and other •levies. constitution!
Their concentration in the Eastern seaboard resulted from the

high incidence of first-generation Eastern European immigrants A. EQUAL

resident there. Their constitutional validity in light of the Equal]

i! Zschernig decision is discussed below, because it

The second major group of statutory restrictions on inherit- because of

I ance by aliens operates only if Americans are denied the right to tions for i

inherit real estate in the alien's home country. These statutes clearly pro
have roots both in the ancient real property law, which denied aliens, how

inheritance rights to aliens unless specially granted by treaty or nonresidenl
Iegis]ation, and in the treaty practice of the United States, which mingled wi
has sought to ensure inheritance rights on a reciprocal basis. They struck dov:

are found in Iowa, _6 Nebraska, _7 Wyoming, _s and North 1950's. _5
Carolina. _9 A few other states impose minor restrictions of Curren

1_ various types. _2° constitutio_

i In contrast to these restrictions on inheritance by aliens, cations or
some statutes allow an alien heir a substantial period of time in and the st

which to dispose of property that would otherwise be held in public intef

] violation of general restrictions on alien ownership. _2_ STAT. § 76-4

] 113. N.Y. SuRR. CT. Pno. LAW. § 2218(3) (McKinney Supp. 1975). 60, § 123 (19114. In re Kish's Estate, 52 N.J. 454, 246 A.2d 1 (1968). 122. C].

115. 389 U.S. 429 (1968). 347 U.S. 4971t6. IOWACODE§ 567.8 (1975). 123. Sec
1.17. NF_. RI,_v_S_A'r. § 4-107 (_974). In Nebraska general anti-alien word: In S._

__ laws also apply, so a resident alien unprotected by treaty rights may _or a Newer
have his real estate inheritance escheated by the state if he does not dis- in the Law--
pose of it within five years. See id. § 76-405 (1971). 124. Tru

118. WYo. S_A_'.ANN. § 2-43.1 (Supp. 1975). States, 163
] 119. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 64-3 (1975)•. Two states have recently re- (1886).

pealed similar laws. Cal. Stats. 1974, ch. 425, § 1 (repealing Cal. Stats., 125. Se(' ch. 1042, § 1); Mont. Laws 1974, ch. 365, § 2 (repealing Mont. Laws 1951, 38 Cal. 2d
.::_ ch. 31, § 1). 287 P.2d 39

i 120. E.g., I(AN. STAT. ANN. § 59-511 (19 ) ("eligibility for citizen- (1949).

ship" test). 126. HtH
121. I<Y. REV. STAT.ANN. § 381,330 (1970) (eight years)" NEB. REV. ginia, 388 U

' 94 (1964).

'i
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"necess- III. CONSTITUTIONAL AND TREATY LIMITATIONS
_e of the :_}
uestion of A variety of constitutional doctrines and international obli-

a routine gations imposed on the United Sta_es by both bilateral and _ _,

:ey do so multilateral treaties stand as potential challenges to many of the _i
he,'nig v. above-discussed statutes and to other types of restrictions that ._

:e permis- might be imposed on alien land ownership by the federal and
of inher- state governments. In many instances particular treaty provi- ::

sions will protect particular aliens and thus render constitutional i

ds of the consideration unnecessary. This section considers the various :

virtually types of actual and possible legislation •in light of the applicable ._
_r levies, constitutional and treaty provisions. ,_}
:from the

L_migrant s A. EQUAL PROTECTION

_t of the Equal protection must stand at the outset of this discussion,
because it binds both federal and state governments '22 and

,n inherit- because of its significance in the recent development of protec-

le right to tions for individual liberties. _2_ The equal protection clause :
_e statutes clearly protects aliens '2_ as well as citizens. Its application to
ich denied aliens, however, has been directed toward resident aliens, not

T treaty or nonresident investors. For instance, equal protection concerns
_tes, which mingled with due process Considerations in the cases that finally .
aasis. They struck down the anti-Oriental laws in the late 1940's and early
md North 1950's. _5

:ictions of Current equal protection doctrine establishes two levels of :
constitutional protection. If a law employs "suspect" classifi-

by aliens, cations or affects fundamental rights, the "higher test" applies ,
of time in and the state•or federal government must show a compelling

be held in public interest to validate the law. 1_6 All other classifications :

ST:-_. § 76-405 (197!) (five years for resident aliens), O_,_ S_. t_,.

1975). 60, § 123 (1971) (five years).122. C_. Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) ;Bolling v. Sharpe,
347 U.S. 497 (1954).

123. See generally Gunther, The Supreme Court, 1971 Term, Fore-
word: In Search o] Evolving Doctrine on a Changi_g Court: A Model

d anti-alien ]or a Newer Equal Protection, 86 Hnav. L. REV. 1. (1972); Developments
rights may _n the Law--Equal Protection, 82 HARV.L. REv. 1065 (1969).

_oes not dis- 124. Truax v. Raich, .239 U.S. 33, 39 (1915); Wong Wing v. United
States, 163 U.S. 228, 238 (1896); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 369

recently re- (1886). _.125. See Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633 (1948); Sei Fujii v. State,Cal. Stats.,
Laws 1951, 38 Cal. 2d 718, 242 P.2d 617 (1952); State v. Oakland_t29-Mont. 347, .287 P.2d 39 (1955); Kenji Namba v. McCourt, 185 Ore. 579, 204 P.2d 569

(1949).
for citizen- 126. Hunter v. Erickson, 393 U.S. 385, 391-92 (1969); Loving v. Vir-

ginia, 388 U.S. 1, 10 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 192-
; NEB.REV. 94 (1964).
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are judged by a "lower test," which merely requires a rational plainti.,_
: relationship between the classification and its intended pur- States. :'_

pose. _27 Since the higher test is very difficult to satisfy, and the Sllg_
lower test is very easy to satisfy, the critical question is which test statute
is applicable. The plai

The Supreme Court has recently included classifications nonprofi
based on alienage in its list of suspect categories2 "-'s It argued of Eco:l
that aliens are one of those "discrete and insular" minorities mhfishe,

whose rights merit special protection_=9--a proposition hard to took or,
deny, given the formal political impotency of aliens. !falienage ployees
is truly a suspect classification, virtually all of the state anti-alien to defe:=.
laws wvt_l-d fall, since the:heavy _burden 6f persuasion placed on state fro
th_-_tH{_i_c-ould-hardly be met by the governmental interesis tion of
und_'l_-most restrictions on-ahen :land_6_,nership. An ex.- prohibi::
aminati:on-of tlYe :_h-se-streating alienage as a suspect• basis of apply to
classifi-c-_tio-r/-ill-ust-rates, however, that the judicial language has Court c(
swept widerthan the decisions themselves, close jt:_

Graham _v. Richardson _° is the first of these recent cases, state a_._

There Arizona and Pennsylvania had denied welfare benefits to cases, _>:'
resident aliens on the ground that they were not•citizens. In a state
striking down the statute, Justice Blackmun Stated for the Su- order to I
preme Court: "[T]he Court's decisions have established that The Co_
classifications based on alienage, like those based on nationality public i]
or race, are inherently suspect and subject to •close judicial groundet
scrutiny. ''_ Thus he propelled the level of scrutiny from the Court h
lower test, which had prevailed in many of the older deci- of the
sions, _ to the higher one. Despite the broad language of this context
dictum, it is difficult to conceive of its application to non- ship at(
resident aliens. Indeed, Justice Blackmun's description of the rights
facts o£ the case repeatedly emphasized the permanency of the Fire

127. E.g., Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 485 (1970); McGowan aliens f_
v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 425-27 (1961) ; Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., Again i

348 U.S. 483, 489 (1955); Lindsley v. National Carbolic Gas Co., 220 U.S. plaintiff61, 78 (1911).
128. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973); SugalToan v. Dougall, 413 educati,.

U.S. 634 (1973); Grahmn v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365 (1971).
, 129. Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971) (citing United

States v. Caroline Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152-53 n.4 (1938)). 133.
130. 403 U.S. 365 (1971). 134.
131. Id. at 371-72. 135.

132. See Ohio ex tel. Clarke v. Deckenbach, 274 U.S. 392 (1927) IY.S. 195
(pool room license); Frick v. Webb, 263 U.S; 326 (1923) (land laws); 136.
Webb v. O'Brien, 263 U.S. 313 (1923) (land laws); Porterfield v. Webb, son, 394
263 N.S. 225 (1923) (land laws); Terrace v. Thompson, 263 U.S. 197 (1963).
(1923) (land laws) ; Patstone v. Pennsylvania, 232 U.S. 138 (1914) (game 137.
licenses). 138.

t

!
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_sa rational plaintiffs' residence and their substantial relations to the United

_tended pur- States. _33 '

isfy, and the Sugarman v. Dougall TM is a similar case. A New York :
is which test statute excluded all aliens from most civil service positions.

The plaintiffs were resident aliens who had been employed by a
lassifications nonprofit corporation operating under the auspices of the Office
_s It argued of Economic Opportunity (OEO). When OEO functions di-
•" minorities minished in the late 1960's, the New York welfare department
tion hard to took over operation of the corporation. It discharged the em-

It alienage ployees on the basis of the state law. The state first attempted
ge anti-alien to defend the statute on the ground that it ensured loyalty to the
_n placed on state from employees responsible for the formulation and execu-
dal interests tion of government policy. Pointing out that • the statutory
hip. An ex- prohibition did not apply to all policy-making positions, and did
_ect basis of apply to many positions that did not involve policymaking, the
language has Court concluded that the state's.justification did not withstand

close judicial scrutiny under the equal protection clause. The

recent cases, state also argued, on the basis of two earlier S-apreme Court
e benefits to cases, _5 that its law could be justified on the broad ground that

citizens. In a state may confine public employment to its citizens simply in
for the Su- order to limit distribution of the state's resources to its members. :

_blished that The Court rejected this proposition, noting that the "special

a nationality public interest" doctrine on which it was based had been
lose judicial grounded on a distinction between rights and privileges that the

ny from the Court had rejected in more recent decisions. _36 This rejection
older deei- _righ_tT_privilege dis_tincti0n is significant' in the pres_'nt

iuage of this context _fi-_--m_n--y q-f ihdlaws=-r_strictin-g-alien tand owner-
ion • to non- ship are base-d_-th-e_s_thte!s _K_difibnal--ir_t_r6s-t=i_definihg the

ption of the rights and _ges-to-re-ai--iJroper{y _vithm_ts_juris_diction. TM

aency of the Fin/lly, iii I_i re G_i]]i_K_,'aS-a _companio__t-d-Sugar-
man v. Dougall, the Court held that a Com]ecticut law excluding

70); McGowan aliens from membership in the state bar denied equal protection_
ee Optical Co., Again it treated alienage as a suspect classification, but again

Co., 220 U.S. plaintiff was a resident. Indeed, she had completed her legal

Dougall, 413 education in the United States.

:citing United 133. 403 U.S. at 367-76.
)" 134. 413 U.S. 634 (1973).

135. I-Ieim v. McCall, 239 U.S. 175 (1915); Crane v. New York, 239
.S. 392 (1927) U.S. 195 (1915).
, (land laws); 136. Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 2,_2 (1970); Shapiro v. Thomp-
'field v. Webb, son, 394 U.S. 613, 627 n.6 (1969); Sherbert v. Yerner, 374 U.S. 398, 404
. 263 U.S. 197 (1963).
(1914) (game 137. See text accompanying notes 60-61 supra.138. 413 U.S. 717 (1973).
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_ta-la_-_e=so.ug.-_iustify_a_ distinction _between , :. :.
reside_at_an_dj_onresident-a:l.iens4n=t_h:e=t:a_guage:of:the:_ou.r:teentti _ ,.

amendmen!, which guarantees_.equa! pro.tection, only Io_ persons -:
"wit"h"Fff_flle]_jh_d]:d[i_nn"_:_:_'o-f--_e_.partic-uiar state. They ,..,
hrgue_tl_t-a-i_snresident, not being present within the state, is h,,

not subject to its jurisdiction and therefore cannot claim consti- ...
tutional protection2 _° Such logic should fail even in formal ,:,,.
terms, because the alien is in fact being subjected to t.he jurisdic- - }:_,.

tion by implementation of the prohibition. Moreover, a nonres- _/.,,.
ident alien admitted to the United States on a tourist visa might c.,,,
personally appear in the adjudicating tribunal and thus subject _. ,,

himself to the state's jurisdiction in every sense of the word. :_:_.

The justification must be sought in more fundamental ,,,._:_
terms. The rights protected by the higher test in equal protec- V,v,.,
tion doctrine have been basic human rights: either protection !,',
from racial and religious discrimination, as in the case of the s_:,:

suspect classifications, _ or protection of first amendment Iv
rights, as in the fundamental freedoms cases. _4_ Although these e>:,
rights may have proprietary elements, they are not primarily !"i
rights of an economic nature. Indeed, the lower-level test is

sometimes imprecisely characterized as a test for economic and ua',
social legislation. _ The statutes that have been struck down as c,,
unconstitutionally di_cfihainating on the basis of alienage ad- i.,_

_verse].y-_ffe-et-e-d-the abi try-to survive throughwelfare benefits, ,:_...

empI6yment-b_r i£e f[_e_-dn-a_-aig]lSiIft_f_rqa-profes_ion_of p..,_,
persons permanent!y re_sidingA_he -_ed; S_/a_d_t ' aq.,:

___ Ame_ncan--c_t_zens. Inasmuch a:,:_I
seems_ equally bas_c to=such-persons, as apphed 1,,_! ..... ".............. : -- .... _-----_-a _ .

i 'to th-6_--s_ate statutes restricting ownership of land are almost _._:icertainly also tmconst_tutmnal. -Many-states _-have F_'C_ghized ['i,

i th.isby providing full or partial exemptions from their laws for a_lresideht-dliens._ .... -: ...............

l ,. ....... l,_c
._ B_ahoa, t_he=a'Iie_ investor-who: is:not =a=resid ent and c,u-
i is_making an investment purely for economic motives? It is pr,_

_'.'l
f 139. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.

l 140. E.g., Shames v. Nebraska, 323 F. Supp. 1321, 1333 (D. Neb. :'_;'

1971).141. E.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. i (1967). "
] 142. E.g., Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 331 (1972).

143. E.g., Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 484-86 (1970),144. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 47-57 (1960); IOWA CONST. art. 1, § _';_'
22, IOWA CODE § 567.1 (1975); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 381.320 (1971); M_SS. :':"i

j CODg ANN. § 89-1-23 (1972); N.H. RcV. S'raT. ANN. § 477_20 (1968);

• OKLA. CONST. art. XXII, § 1, OKLA. STAT. tit. 60, § 122 (1971); WIS. _I_

CONST. art. I, § 15; WYO. CONST. art. I, § 29.

i

4;]3507
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lction between difficult to classify his claims in thesam e category with a_welfare
[ the fourteenth claimant% Rift f0r rned_-l"s__-_r:a-_rmanent_resident's

only to persons effort to-enter-a-gainfhl=prBfe_n.-_If_is-7-in-dee-d] -d-i_ficult_ to
Lr state• They categorize_his-cla:im_aS_one-0f-:funda_J_-_t_°_ug h
sin the state, is h_m_'f__ns.._it_-group_, h=_e_s n qt5paCk:of an

• , , ................

_ot claim consti- "isolated mmo!!ty'2 _merltlng=s.pec_M-]:udietal=protectron,,for-tie,

even in formal u_i'ek-g---th-g perman_n alien wh 0 ha s_abandoned_his-,
I to the jurisdic- ho__ma .-fi_ti'_o_iiis: national

cover, a nonres- government. Thu.s _-despite-..the .br_oad_langUage_in,__som__e:pf }h e
• " "ud eel b .......

urist visa might cases, h_s claim may=-be-:red_eed=to:_orm-_:-- g -_ y::the _ lower
_.nd thus subject c_ns_-iaxtin_stand_:d .... Under this standard, legislation re-

,the word. stricting his ownership of land is likely to be upheld against
gre fundamental equal protection. There is clearly a rational relationship be-

in equal protec- tween the legislative classification, excluding aliens, and its os-
either protection tensible immediate purpose, exclusion of alien influence from the
the case of the state. Whether this purpose is one that the states may legitimate-

irst .amendment ly pursue is a question of Substantive due process and of the

Although these exclusivity of the federal foreign relations and commerce powers,
re not primarily topics that are discussed below.
,wer-leveI test is Equal protection doctrine also applies, at least in an atten-

foreconomic and uated form, against the federalgovernment._ Thus federal :

n struckdown as courtshave held unconstitutionaldiscriminationsagainstaliens
federalcivilserviceregulations_ and in disasterloan pro-of alienage ad-

nigrams._ tIowever, the major, federal regulations restrictingwelfare benefits, . ._ _ ...... _ ..... _,.
a profession--df property m_vnership_by_ahens:are much. more:r.eadjl-y, defended

ares and for most against equal protection attack than. are sta-te- laws, -whether
5zens. Inasmuch apphed to residents_ or to nonresidents. Based on the defense

!ersons, as applied . power,-the Alien Property Custodian Regulations and/the For-
,f land are almost eign Assets Control Regulations are selective in their 0perati_)n.

liave recognized Unlike state laws that employ wholesale proscriptions of most or

'om their laws for _,.'_I,,_,.,,_"_o_on _._.o_,,,ground +_"._+o.._o_...o"_'e.'night present _-_danger .o_+,,
local economy or security, the regulations single out citizens of

not a resident and certain nations for restrictiVe treatment• They do so both to
motives? It is protect the interests of the United States from hostile activities

within its borders and to protect the interests of the individual

aliens from potentially more severe state actions. _4s Transac-
1321, 1333 (D. Neb.

145. See cases cited in note 122 supra.
_: 146. Mow Sun Wong v. Hampton, 500 F.2d 1031 (9th Cir.), cert.
14-86 (1970). gra_:_ed, 417 U.S: 944 (1974) ; Ramos v. United States Civil Serv. Comm'n,
_w.._ CO_ST. art. 1, § :_76 F. Supp. 361 (D.P.R. 1974) (appeal pending).
381 320 (]971);M_ss. 147. Ramos v. United States Civil Serv. Comm'n,-376 F. Supp. 361

;_N.'§ 477.20 (1968) ; (D.P.R. 1974) (appeal pending).
§ 122 (1971); W_s. 148. The latter purpose was not entirely altruistic; in part its moti-
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i tions with aliens of listed nationalities are prohibited by the
general rule _49but may be exempted by license. _° While the

:_ details of this system are not, at least •in peacetime, wholly free
.: from constitutional doubt under the due process clause, they

exhibit a close relation between discrimination and statutory
purpose, thus avoiding the over-inclusiveness that characterizes

, state laws restricting alien land ownership and renders their
._. validity under the equal protection clause dubious. _

:, What, then, is the impact of the equal protection doctrine
on existing-:and potential_legislati0n.?.---The-outlines-areclear. It

forbids wholesale discrimination against resident aliens by the
state and federal governments: .... This-p_er_a_ms e_fo the

_, general prohibitibn§ and restrictions on alien ownership-and to -.
- legislation dealing with alien inh__Y-ThusTthe-do_t_ine is
hardly significan t for existing state-laws,since-many 6f_these
already exempt residents. .... -_

i The equal protection clause would not appear to be anobstac_--_--l_gi_l_tibn- re-stricting_the_rights£df_ th-e:fi_-_resider_
:_ foreign investor _br-bf-th-_-fbrelgn investment company, whether

_rtered-here_or abroad. A nonresident allen may be unab e to
rel_pon-the higher test if his proprietary interest is not coupled

• with some other more fundamental personal right, and he will
have little chance of convincing a court that the restrictions
imposed on him axe not rationally related to the purpose of

-.i,_ excluding foreign influence.

J_ B. SUSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS

._ Although substantive due process arguments are today gen-
t. erally regarded as the last resort of a doomed cause, they may

I ration appears to have been the preservation of a corpus of German
assets for reparations payments or for negotiation purposes.

149. Alien Property Custodian Regulations, 8 C.F.R. § 505.1 (!976);
Foreign Assets Control Regulations, 31 C.F.R. § 500.201 (1975).

150. 8 C.F.R. § 505.1 (1976); 31 C.F.R. § 500.203(c) (1975). Such
licenses may either be genera], _d. § 500.801 (a) ; e.g., id. § 500.507 (a) (all
resident citizens of the United States who are nationals of designated
foreign countries solely because formerly domiciled there licensed as un-
blocked nationals); see 8 C.F.R. § 501.50 (1976); or specific. 31 C.F.R.
§ 500.801(b) (1975); see 8 C.F.R. § 501.50 (1976).-

._ 151. The regulations operate bY presumptions against all aliens of
a giveu nationality; the exempting licenses are then a matter of admin-
istrative discretion, thus providing the alien with no legal protection.

" While this submission to administrative discreiion may be of dubious
-. value in thnes of international tension, it is, for the alien, far preferable

to flat state rules.
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Led by the bare a clarifyingeffect in the present area. Substantive due

While the process was one of the doctrines state courts relied on in _
wholly free it_validating anti-Oriental legislation. _2 To satisfy current sub-
:lause, they _;f,ntive due process requirements, the state need show only a i
Ld statutory rational relationship between the purpose of the law and a legiti:
haracterizes ml, te state interest. _53 The close connection between equal pro-
mders their tcction and due process is apparent. Equal protection addresses
_ tb," legitimacy of the classification; substantive due process ad- :!

on doctrine dr_sses the legitimacy of the purpose of the law; in combination,

L,.'eclear. It tb_Y address the legitimacy of the purpose of the classification.

5_ns by the There can be no question that the state statutes at issue
:ully to the b,.::re bear a rational relationship to an articulated state interest; '

:_hip and to tb_. only question is the legitimacy of that interest. The tradi-

doctrine is thmal affirmative answer has been drawn from the definitional i
ay of these po,]/ers of the states in real estate law. TM Under this view, the•

p ,.pose may be no more than the need for some system of state
: to be an ]_,_, Such a reliance on definitional powers can hardly be

_onresident c_,_sidered a satisfactory modern justification for the unequal :

_>_,whether cz,_rcise of these powers. A state cannot justify a discrimination
,_ unable to _l!_,inst women, for example, merely on the basis that it needs

not coupled _¢,,m provisions in its probate code to determine priority in
md he will appointment of administrators. _ A discrimination against
restrictions _jj_._ns must likewise have some more substantial basis than the ii

)urpose of m_re need for some rule in the particular situation. Nor does a
lm_,ely historical justification--that aliens have always been the
r_ubject of such discrimination--suffice.

If such traditional answers to the "purpose" questions are

r_:lacted, one reaches the true purpose of the legislation: to

today gen- c_,,_:lude or restrict alien influence in the local economy. One
:, they may tb_._ immediately confronts the federal powers over foreign rela- •

tl,_ and foreign commerce, and must determine their impact :_
of German l tld;n the lOcal legislation. Thus, although modern due process _

d,,_:l:rine provides no real limitation on state legislation, it serves
505.1 (1976) ; :_
_. t._ compel a clear articulation of the purposes of the laws and ::
]975). Such tblts to make possible a proper constitutional examination of ;
i0:507(a) (all tJialn under other applicable tests.
_f designated
_ensed as un- -_
ic. 31 C.F.R. 152. E.g., I_enji Namba v. McCourt, 185 Ore, 579, 609-10, 204 P.2d

F,IIIi, 581-82 (1949) (argument mixed with equal protection and suprem-

all aliens of _w7 clause objections).
ier of admin- ' 153. North Dakota State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Snyder's Drugs. 414 U.S.

_1 protection, l_;tt, 164-67 (1973); Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934); see Fergu-
_. of dubious _,_ _,,. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, 731-32 (1963). ;:

ar preferable 154. I-Iauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U.S. 483, 484 (1880).
lliS. Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971). _
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C. FOREIGN RELATIONS _:::v

Arguments based on the federal foreig]_ relations power p,,.:
have been directed primarily at the inheritance restriction stat- az.,_

utes emanating from the Cold War. They may have a broader v.._
• impact, however, st_ _-

No state may conduct an independent foreign policy. For v:L,.
the purposes of foreign affairs the United States is, in the eyes of lii:,:'..
the Constitution, a single nation, without separate states. _6 re,,;

. Thus, a state may not enter into independent negotiations or in,!ir
agreements with other nations about property, probate, or any did
other matters3 _ All such internationaI affairs must be carried siv.c.,

on by the federal government, r,

Is state regulation of the rights of aliens to hold real estate agaiq

I such an impermissible exercise of power? This depends, in thi:_

part, on the perspective from which one looks at the state laws. sta',

Viewed as definitions of property rights, they are statutes of vet>

' purely local concern, focusing on the land and the peculiar legal scar,

relationships surrounding it. _s Viewed as measures affecting app;_
aliens, they become of international concern because they focus a

' not on the land but on relationships beyond national boundaries, all ,:-',
._; The Supreme Court has spoken twice on this question in provf

the past 30 years. In Clark v. Allen, ra_ a decedent who died in the

1942 left her property by will to German nationals, cutting off w,s
her heirs-at-law, who were California residents. The parties in whi,.

:4 interest to the litigation were the wartime Alien Property Custo- ciou:
dian, who succeeded to the rights of the German nationals under

the Trading with the Enemy Act, and the California heirs-at- i
law, who claimed that the inheritance of the Germans was ----_

,_1..,-_;_ _+,,+,_ +h__,_raq_r,_rt _ showLn_g of recipro- andbaned by a _._,,_ ..........................

cal inheritance rights in the foreign country. The Court, speak- whez
ing through Justice Douglas, held that part of the property was _
subject to disposition under the terms of a treaty between the P_

United States and Germany. _° The Court dealt with the prop- 1_

156. Chae Chan Ping v. United States (Chinese Exclusion Case), 130 Or,'_
U.S. 581, 606 (1389). for ,_

I 157. See U.S. CONST.art. 1, § 10. of .a,i158. They have long been justified on this basis. See Terrace v. rcsw_
Thompson, 283 U.S. 197, 217-18 (1923); Blythe v. Hinckley, 180 U.S. 333, Law_

-]I 341-42 (1901.). 430 _,
159. 331 U.S. 503 (1947). I_

i 160. The real estate was subject to disposition under the treaty in 1969)
Clark, while the personal property was not. It is the Court's treatment (19._
of the distribution of the personal property that is of interest here, be- 1(
cause that portion of the opinion deals with the relative priority of state
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erty not subject to the treaty provisions in a summary manner, '°_

holding that it was not an interference with the foreign relations

elations power power of the federal government for a state to condition inherit-
.restriction stat- ance rights on reciprocity. Noting that it had once ruled that it
have a broader was not an interference with the foreign relations power for a

state to grant aliens property rights that they had not previously

n policy. For enjoyed, _ce the Court implicitly reasoned that the states could
_, in the eyes of likewise condition or take away these rights. _c3 The Court•
,arate states. '_6 recognized that such state laws might have an incidental or

negotiations or indirect effect in foreign countries, but concluded that this alone
did not cause them to "cross the forbidden line" into the exclu-probate, or any

must be carried sive domain of the federal government. 'G4

In Zschernig v. Miller, :G5 nearly 20 years later, the Court,

hold real estate again speaking through Justice Douglas, substantially modified

his depends, in this position. Looking to the fact that in applying an Oregon
L the state laws. statute the courts of that state had cast aspersions upon the
are statutes of veracity of diplomatic certificates and generally engaged in

,e peculiar legal searching political inquiries, the Court invalidated the statute as
,asures affecting applied.
:ause they focus Justice Douglas stated that the forbidden inquiries infected
onalboundaries, all elements of Oregon's law, which included both reciprocity

this question in provisions 'c_ and a provision seeking to ensure the beneficiaries
ent who died in the true benefit of the inheritance, a_ although only the latter

nals, cutting off was technically in issue. Pointing to a number of cases in
which Oregon courts had acted in an undiplomatic, if not inj:udi-The parties in

Property Custo- cious, manner, _s he concl.uded:
nationals under It seems inescapable that the type of probate law that

_ifornia heirs-at- Oregon enforces affects international relations in a persistent
_e Germans was

owing of recipro- _nd _'erIeral law in this field when no t_:eaty applies, regardless of
:he Court, speak- whether the property is real or personal.161. 331 U.S. at 516-17.
_he property w'as 162. Blythe v. Hinckley, 180 U.S. 333 (1901).
_aty between the 163. 331 U.S. at 517.164. Id.
_t with the prop- 165. 389 U.S. 429 (1963).

166. There were two provisions with respect to reciprocity in the

_clus-ion Case) 130 Oregon law. One conditioned inheritance rights on reciprocity of rights' for American heirs abroad; the other conditioned inheritance on the right
of Americans who inherited abroad to repatriate the proceeds without

_. See Terrace v. restriction. ORE. REV.ST±_T.§§ 111.070(1) (a), (b) (1957), repealed, Ore.
Laws 1969, ch. 5991 § 305, quoted in Zschernig v. Miller, 389 U.S. 429,

mkley, 180 U.S. 333, 430 n.1 (1968).
167. OaE. REV. STAT. _ 111.070(1)(C) (1957), repealed, Ore. Laws

ander the treaty in 1969, ch. 591 § 305, quoted in Zschernig v. l_{iller, 389 U.S. 429, 430 n.1
e Court's treatment (1968).
,f interest here. be- 168. 389 U.S. at 435-37. See also id. at 437-39 n.8.
ire priority of state
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and subtle way. The practice of state courts in withholding
remittances to legatees residing in Communist countries or in bla
preventing them from assigning them is notorious. The sev-
eral States, of course, have traditionally regulated the descent l_Ii:!

] and distribution of estates. But those regulations must give• way if they impair the effective exercise of the Nation's foreign one
•[ policy.lG9 cb_

Although two Justices would have overruled or limited fl_e
Clark v. Allen, _7° the majority stopped short of this measure, tile
Thus the Zschern_g case arguably can be limited to its facts.

The state and lower federal courts have seized upon this

limited interpretation of Zschernig as a ground for upholding im
statutes similar to Oregon's. Although in two cases they have

invalidated reciprocity statutes on grounds similar to those ad- of
vanced by Justice Douglas, "7_ in a number of other cases they

have either expressly upheld state statutes by comparing the blc
probing factual inquiries undertaken by the Oregon courts and
described in the footnotes of the Zschernig opinion with the

restrainedreading and applicationof foreign law involved in im
the casesbefore them,_Tzor avoided a constitutionalrulingbe- on

cause of the procedural posture of the case. _s Nonetheless, has
Zschernig has had an effect within the scope of its facts. The tio_

_4 propriety of reciprocity clauses and reality of provisions designed

i! to ensure enjoyment of inheritances by named beneficiaries are
le

now judged by more rigorous Standards. The courts that have

_ upheld such laws, however, have generally imposed on state ho_
] judges in probate cases a requirement that the examination of

i foreign law go no farther than a reading of the statutes.
cm

What, then, is the modern practical impact of the doctrine of of
the _ -_"-'"'*'" pn_r _ foreign relations? Does itex_,_.r of federal .... nver ha:

_ require anything more than judicial restraint in conducting in- gec
.-:; quiries into alien law ? Perhaps so.
1 fr_

169. Id. at 440 (citing Bed:man, Soviet Heirs in American Courts, 62• COLUr_._. L. t_EV.257 (1962); Chaitkin, The Rights o] Residents o_ R_sMa
i and Its Satellites to Share in Estates of American Decedents, 25 S. Ca_.

ii L. REx,. 297 (1952)).]70. 389 U.S. at 441,443 (Stewart & Brennan, JJ., concurring), a]i_
171. Morav. Matton, 303 F. Supp. 660 (N.D. Ohio •1969); In re till

I4:raemer, 267 Cal. 2d 198, 81 Cal. Rptr. 287 (1969). l h_._

172. Shames v. Nebraska, 323 F. Supp. 1321 (D. Neb. 1971), a_f'd chimere., 408 U.S. 901 (1972); Bjarscl_ v. DiFalco, 314 F. Supp. 127 (S.D.N.Y.
._ 1970); Goldstein v. Cox, 299 F. Supp. 1389 (S.D.N.Y. 1968), appeal dis-

_dssed, 396 U.S. 471 (1970); In re Kish's Estate, 52 N.J. 454. 240 A.2d 1 dc
:_ (1968) ; i_ re Estate of Leikind, 22 N.Y.2d 346, 239 N.E.2d 550, 292 N.Y.S.

2d 681(1968) ; 1_ ?'e Johnston, 190 S.E.2d 879 (N.C. Ct. App. 1972). wi

._ 173. Gordun v. Fall, 287 F. Supp. 725 (D. Mont, 1968).
la',

• oti

'!
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ithholding First of all, the doctrine undoubtedly invalidates the most
Iries or in blatant examples of national favoritism present in the statutes.The sev-
!m descent Mississippi's preference for Syrians and Lebanese, for in-

must give stance, _4 smacks too much of independent foreign policy, albeit
a's foreign one dictated by reasons long obsolete, to withstand constitutional

challenge. Connecticut's preference for French citizens, _75 on

_l or limited the other hand, may be redeemed by its historicM background;
:his measure, the federal government requested its enactment. _7_ These, how-
:_._sfacts, ever, are trivial examples.

_d upon this Of the more common types of prohibition none seems to

[or upholding involve the active interference with foreign relations that the
_es _hey have court criticized in Zschernig. They either call for simple exercise

tO those ad- of mechanical rules or for merely a formal inquiry into whether
r cases they foreign law operates reciprocally. Even the type most suscepti-

paring the ble to challenge, the Cold War inheritance laws, seems to have
courts and

n with the survived Zschernig if properly applied.The foreign relations power may, however, still• have an
involved in impact, not in the invalidation of existing law but as a restraint

_al ruling be- on potential state legislation. Interest in anti-alien legislation
Nonetheless, has been rekindled by an altered international economic situa-

ts facts. The tion. So long as foreign investment was perceived as an eco-
._ions designed nomic oddity, old laws might have continued in force, but few
neficiaries are legislatures were prepared to waste time on new legislation.
arts that have
_0sed on state The revival of interest is primarily attributable to the Iikeli-
;xamination of hood of substantial Japanese and Arabian investment here.

ttes. American economic relationships with Japan and the Arab
countries, as with other countries , are a complex whole capable

the doctrine of of meaningful regulation only at the federal level. The whole
_ions? Does it l,as at _* +_,,.... dimensions, .l.n the first place, it cannot be

conducting in- geographically fragmented; a local prohibition in one region will
frustrate any effort to negotiate a general solution that might be
more satisfactory nationally. In the second place, it cannot be

_r_can Courts, 62

_dents o_ Russia 174. M_ss. Co_E ANN. § 89-1-23 (1972). There is an interesting re-
dents, 25 S. C_L. medial problem in this connection. If the "special status" is void, other

aliens would probably have no standing to sue; the only potential plain-
acurring), tiffs with an interest in challenging the law would be the next class of
._io 1969); In re resident heirs, excluding nonresident aliens. In the common situation

there are none, so the resident claimant is the state, but it may be pre-
Neb. 1971), aff'd eluded from arguing the substantive invalidity of its own laws.N _pp. 127 (S.D..Y. 175. CONN.GEN. STAT.ANN. § 47-57 (1960).
968), append dis- 176. See Sullivan, supra note 6, at 19 n.24. The United States un-
:. 454, 246 A.2d 1 dertook an obligation to recommend such laws to the states by a treaty
!d 550, 292 N.Y.S. with France in 1853. Even in this regard, the present validity of such
)p. 1972). laws is questionable; li_e underlying treaty has long been superseded by
I. other international obligations.
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fragmented by type of investment. Investment in land is ob- of sm
viously not the only type that presents the dal!gers associated Nev_,r

with foreign• investment. Indeed, land investment may be the longer
least dangerous form today. Investment in business enterprises exchu

or mere deposits in banks may present more risks of undue 'l'1
: foreigm influence than investment in a fixed and observable asset as in

li_:e land. comnl

Under these circumstances, insofar as state legislatures take latioh
assumed dangers into account in passing legislation, are they not crln_ll

treading in the prohibited field of foreign policy? Insofar as againi
they do not, are they not interfering with the proper exercise of inter
the foreign policy power by enacting legislation that may have" was
an ill-considered effect on the foreign relations of the United lines

States? They can be rescued from this dilemma by leaving the laws
subject-matter where it more properly lies_with the federal

government. Since state legislatures are fundamentally not well of "cc

informed on international trade, on monetary and economic regu_
matters, or on the implications of their decisions for American powe:
policy, they should not act in this field, that

To borrow a test from another field of constitutional law, is quest:
i_tnot enou_h-to iiiValida_=a:law:_-hat its -iiptlrpose or primary these
effgct"_-_-is to exclude one or a few foreign groups from partici- rathe:.

patton-in the_local economy so that it impairs our reta.'dons with regul
those nations? By this test virtually any new restrictive state shall'
legislation would fall. - tions

'l' aspec

I D. _0REIGN COMMERCE COllSt::chase
,_ The federal powers over interstate and foreign commerce
] " _ d In +h_c oOnfp_rt
!{ must also ue consi_ere ". .._"i ........... 1A_ough_ -_._-_-'thestatic state

eh_e._l!y exemPt ed_IKgmn by !
i the states from commerce clause Iihbi't_tfons, _vs modern econ0rn: chas_

i_K_-_=b¥i_fg=this=view -i.n-to-qti"estion. Congress has
}, enacted federal regulatory legislation for some land transac- Leasil

tions, '7° and the courts have extended the securities laws to Rele,xm

others3 s° Such legislation is thus far limited to special aspects i:]i

177. School Dist. of Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 13222 (1963) (first amendment establishment clause), see v.

l 178. See note 158 supra and accompanying text. States could not l_l
discriminate against citizens of other states, because of the privileges and raerc_
immunities clause. U.S. CONS'r.art. IV, § 2. It des

] 179. Housing and Urban Development Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1701-20 tion_,'1

(1970) ; 24 C,F.R. § 1700 et scq. (1975). l&
180. SEe v. W.J, Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946); SECv. C.M. Joiner sales{

%
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in land is ob- of such transactions and clearly does not preempt the field, i

dangers associated Nevertheless, it illustrates the point that ].and investment can no
_estment may be the lo_b_-_c_-h-_Fd_=d_ur-ely 16c-al'_l{--e_i0m6hon-sttbject to-_lie

k iness enterprises exclusive control of the state in which ih-e" land=is located. -
risks of undue "-The federal cbtn_n--=e_c-e"_53wer=ekte-nds'over-foreign, as well {

and observable asset as interstate, commerceJ s_ Indeed, in some respects, foreign
commerce appears to receive greater protection from state regu-

legislatures take lation than does interstate commerce. _s" D pfs_a_s.tate,__)by d___jis-
[slation, are they not criminating against foreign__purchasers _of_land,_.discriminate

policy? Insofar as agaifgt foreign commer_c_e ..... Is-thm::not =precisely--the- kind of
• .__. ___- ._

m proper exercise of interference with_for.elga:co_merce-.thaLthe_commerce_clause ! i

ttion that may have _-des____gned_to avoid: the d_wsmn of the economy along state
ions of the United lines? Two separate responses may be offered to justify state

emma by leaving the laws in the face of these challenges.

the federal The first response excludes land ownership from the scope
_damentally not well of "commerce." It finds in regulation of land ownership not a
etary and economic regulation of commerce, but a definitional exercise of state

,.lsions for American power over an inherently local matter. _s_ It was on this theory
that nineteenth-century litigation focused on the subordinate•

constitutional law, is question of whether the federal government could even displace

"purpose or primary these state laws through affirmative use of the treaty power, _s'_
groups from partici- rather than on the more fundamental question whether the laws

irs our relations with regulated commerce. Yet, whether one uses Chief Justice Mar- :

._w restrictive state shall's classic "intercourse ''_s°_ test or the more modern justifica-
tions for federal legislation, _s_ it is clear that at least some

aspects of interstate land acquisition are "in commerce" in the
constitutional sense. In the case of alien purchasers, the pur-

chase money comes from out of state, the •profits flow out of

foreign commerce state, and the entrepreneur deals from outside o_ the state, i':
Although the static Are state_ that _eek to in_,!ate +.heir !and. from alien pur- _

its regulation by chase on firmer bases constitutionally than those that sought to
-, moderneconom- ::

Congress has i
some land transac- Leasing Corp., 320 U.S. 344 (1943). See also SEC, Securities Act of 1933 ._':!

Release No. 5347 (1973). _
securities laws to 181. U.S. CONST.art. 1, § 8, el. 3. i
to special aspects 182. See, e.g., Brown v. Maryland, 25 U.S. (12 Wheat.) 419 (1827).

183. See note 154 supra and accornpanying text.
184. See Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U.S. 483 (1880) ;.Fairfax's Dcvi-

Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, see v. tIunter's Lessee, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 603 (!812).
_e). 185. Gibbo,_s v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 189-90 (1824): "Corn-

States could not me_'ce, undoubtedly, is traffic, but it is something more: it is intercourse.
of the privileges and It describes the commercial intercourse between nations, and paris of na-

tions, in all its branches .... "
'.t, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1701-20 186. For example, the interstate (or postal) movement Of offers,

sales documents, and consideration.
1946); SEC v. C.M. Joiner
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forbid out-of-starers to buy milk, _sT grain, _ss or natural gas? _s9 E. Pm
The nineteenth-century justification of these measures as part of
the inherent or definitional powers of the states cannot claim Af

support from modern economic reality. If this justification is of the
set aside, what redeeming features, if any, would render the state more .ge
statutes restricting alien land acquisition valid despite their ira- Co,

pact on commerce outside the state? _° Their purpose and contro!
effect is not within the generally redeeming "police power" fields States.
of safety, health, or general social welfare} _ Rather, they are control,.
economic measures aimed at controlling the structure of the es to ac
local economy by excluding certain competitors, in mo_

exciu&
Altt_h_ough. these `laws thus appear vulnerable to attack under

the commerce _la-u-_, two c-dffsfderations,-bne: formal and one or indi

j prae'ti_al, may-be_of:_ered-_o-saVe them-from-invalidity.- First, the defeat• federal government-has negotiatef:and ratified a number of ment h_

treatiesAn recent:years that p_esurnethewalidity_ of state legisla- be cou]for the
.tion excluding alien ownershi-p-of-real estate-and provide :for the
orderly disposition of alien inheritances} 92 By so doing', the Aft

federal goverfi_eht%e__nSs _9=ffa__y apPr0v_d state restric- in ano
tions in these-areas.-This approval should-be su_icient to aliens.

immunizevthose res_ri_tiSh-s ffb--rri-ehalleng6_that-they interfere Tradin t
_ such ai|

i with the proper exercise of a federal powerY _3 Alien I].The morepraeticaYlimitation-Ts that in fields in which state Contro|regt_iIa_fmn'__=is-=fra=_dlhon_=_I_h:-d-_6u_ts--h-ave_b een=ret_ctant-t o- invali:'1 date stale legmIghon solely_oh the barns of the negahve m_.phea-

1 ti_K_fXhL_Leg_!__ d-_:__ Thus, even where the subject time o:
• of st'ate regulation may be wei_C__vithin:_the :scope .of interstate Second

commerce,-federal legislation-w0uld be necessary to displace to vest:
_ state-law.- ..... -- - . within

trary
• clause.

t 187. H.P. Hood &Sons v. DuMond, 336 U.S. 525 (1949).
188. Lemke v. Farmers' Grain Co., 258 U.S. 50 (1922).
189. Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553 (1923); West v. 195.

Kansas Natural Gas Co., 221 U.S. 229 (1911). 196.
190. The argument lhat such effects are "pre" or "post" interstate 197.

commerce is here put aside• Other than as a convenient rule of. thumb, v. Raid
such notions are no longer part of effective constitutional law. See Pike 403 U._
v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137, 140-42 (1.970). U.S. 63

191. E.g., id. at 143; Breard v. Alexandria, 341 U.S. 622, 640 (1951). (1973).
192. See treaties cited in note 226 h_fra.

198.

1 193. Cf. In re Ralar_er, 140_0_-;S•±5--_45__(:189t)_(inapplicability-of corn- 199•merc_e-i_ti_g.h.taof=_ederal: statii_e:). __ ' 200.

i -q94:- Ti_e-cla_sie exception is United States v. South Eastern Under- 201.
writers, 322 U.S. 533 (1944), but Congress quickly acted to restore state 202.

• jurisdiction in the McCarran Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1011-15 (1970). tions, id
! 203.

I
_-'_,__v-,-rr_,,,_----.._=-,.-_.--p_._,_,,..,,_F,_, ..... ., ...... _..'v,___,._v-<:-;_,_.:_._r,;,-,_.,.:,._. -. ._ .,_,.,,_,,_
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or natural gas? _s9 E. PREEMPTION AND SUPREMACY

masures as part of
ates Cannot claim Affirmative federal•legislation has an impact on two aspects

_is justification is of the present subject. One concerns resident aliens, the other is
[d render the state more general.

despite their ira- Congress has the power under the commerce clause _95 to
mir purpose and control immigration and the admission of aliens to the United
:_tice power" fields States. The states may not impose their own "immigration

Rather, they are controls" to exclude aliens whom the federal government choos-
structure of the es to admit. '_ Such aliens are entitled to legal• privileges equal

_. in most respects with those of citizens. _ If the states can

_e to attack under exclude them from certain economic activities by either direct
formal and one or indirect legislation, such as land laws, the states can in effect

ralidity. First, the defeat the privilege of free admission that the federal govern-
Fied a number of ment has granted them, Thus the federal immigration laws can

be coupled with the supremacy clause _Ds to provide protection
Lty of state legisla- for the rights of resident aliens. _99
nd provide for the

By so doing, the Affirmative federal legislation has long displaced state law
'oved state restric- in another important field--trading with enemy and hostile
L be sufficient to aliens. Two sets of federal regulations, both stemming from the

hat they interfere Trading with the Enemy Acts °° affect the property rights of
such aliens and displace contrary state legislation. These are the

Alien Property Custodian Regulations2°Iand the Foreign Assets

ridsin which state ControlRegulations3°2
reluctanttoinvali-

The Alien Property Custodian Regulations take effectin

_:negativeimplica- time of declaredwar. They had significantimpact during the
-where the subject Second World War. They permit the Alien Property Custodian
_cope of interstate tovestinhimselfthe rightsand titlesofenemy aliensto property

_ssary to displace within the United States3°3 Such an act supersedes any con-

_'_'-**-3d _.... :_-"..... ,.I_ _a_,_+_+_"I.... I_o.....,:,O_ +I_e

clause, With the recent trend away from formally declared

1949).
922). 195. U.S. CONST.art. I, § 8, el. 3.
553 (1923); West v. 196. Henderson v. Mayor of City of New York, 92 U.S. 259 (1876).

197. Thus, e.g., they enjoy the right to private employment, Truax
or "post" interstate v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915); to welfare benefits. Graham v. Richardson,

nient rule of thumb, 403 U.S. 365 (1971); to public employment, Sugarman v. Dougall, 413
onal law. See Pike U.S, 634 (1973); to admission to the bar, In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717

U.S. 622, 640 (1951). (1973).198. U.S. CONST.art. VI, para. 2.
199. See Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 376-80 (1971).

applicability of corn- 200. 50 U.S.C. APP. § 1 et seq. (1970).
201. 8 C.]).R. pts. 501-10 (1976).

Youth Eastern Under- 202. 31 C.F.R. pt. 500 (1975). See also Cuban Assets Control Regula-
acted to restore state tions, id. pt. 515; Rhodesian Sanctions Regulations, _d. pt. 530.
5 (1970). 203. See 8 C.F.R. § 504.1 (1976). See also 50 U.S.C. Am,. § 6 (1970).
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I

] wars, both these regulations and similar state laws -+°_are proba- law.
bly without significance, fcd,.r.

The Foreign Assets Control .Regulations• adopt a different sam,,

l tack. They "freeze" or "block" the assets of citizens or entities thv_,,

of listed countries. The list can be easily varied by publication p,._,._.;
i of an amended regulation. -"°_ The effect of the "freezing" or diff,,,1
| "blocking" is to prohibit transactions with respect to the proper- schv.,:

I ty. _°G In the case of real estate, the nominal owner cannot sell the i_
it. The ability to conduct any business orr it or take profits de- ]]]cI_ t

rived from it will also be since the of transac-limited, proceeds fedcr:_

tions may themselves be blocked assets, assm;: Because of their flexibility and broader scope, the latter set sub.jt_
of regulations has had more practical significance in recent

years. As situations of extreme hostility develop, nations can be prog_
added to the proscribed list without a formal declaration of

war. +"°_ Yet licenses for specific transactions can be issued in th_
regardless of citizenship. 2°s For example, although the regula- notwi
tion formally applies to all Vietnamese citizens, refugees may of

1 nevertheless be exempted from its operation by general or specif-ic license. State laws operating purely on the basis of citizen- altho_

* ship lack similar malleability_ Moreover, various credit and to th,

contractual rights of the proscribed nations, as as
well formal

property rights, can be attached. 2°'+ expr_
- Do these two sets of regulations and their parent act set legis!

forth a sufficiently complete body of legislation to preempt state_: legislation in the field? Strangely, this question seems not to

i have been explored in any of the recent litigation.
_ The standards for judging federal preemption of a legisla- ._

rive field are set forth in a line of Supreme Court cases. The who}

most significant of these, Hines v. Davidowitz, 2_° dealt with state very
efforts to control alien activity, in that case through a registra- war

tion requirement. Hines sets forth a three-pronged test: "The dea]i

I nature of the power exerted by Congress, the object sought to be theattained, and the character of the obligations imposed by the

I 204." See note 83 supra and accompanying text. 22_
._ 205. It presently includes Cambodia, North Korea, North Viet Nam, 21
! South Viet Nam, and the People's Republic of China. 31 C.F.R. § 21
1 500.201 (1975)" 40 Fed. Reg. 19 90'_ (May 2, 1975).' '" "" sible
.._ 206. 31 C.F.R. §§ 500.201-.204 (1975).

207. See, e.g., 40 Fed. Reg. 19,202 (May 2, 1975) (addition of South to oi:
Viet Nam and Cambodia by regulation), pr°l•_

I 208. See note 150 pris_
sltpra.

, ' 209. See 31 C.F.R. § 500.201(a) (I) (19;/5). rath;
kind

i 210. 312 U.S. 52 (1941).

owll_.

1
I

i " "

. • . . , " . . ". • . ' . • . . • . . . .- ,'
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_s _°_ are proba- law, are all important in considering ... whether supreme

federal enactments preclude enforcement of state laws on the
clopt a different same Subject.". 2u Although somewhat modified over time, the
fizens or entities three elements of this test remain touchstones for judging

by publication preemption. Chief Justice Warren echoed them, albeit in a
_e "freezing" or different order, in Pennsylvania v. Nelson: 2_" (1) Is the

_t to the proper- scheme of federal regulation so pervasive as to make reasonable
_ner cannot sell the inference that Congress left no room for the states to supple-
take profits de- ment it? (2) Do the federal statutes touch a field in which the

:eeds of transac- federal interest is so dominant that the federal system must be

assumed to preclude enforcement of state laws on the same

_e, the latter set subject? (3) Does enforcement of the state statute present a
_ance in recent serious danger of confict with the administration of the federal

_, nations can be program?
declaration of Whichever version of the tests is used here, the federal law

can be issued in this area would not appear to preempt most state legislation,

lgh .the regula- notwithstanding the fact that the regulations deal with questions
_, refugees may of foreign affairs and defense, areas in which the presumption of

eneral or specif- preemption is much stronger than in other fields. 2_3 First,
asis of citizen- although the statutory foundation for the regulations dates back

_ious credit and to the First World War, when state regulation of alien real estate

well as formal ownership was more prevalent than today, Congress has notexpressed nor the courts inferred any intention to displace state
parent act set legislation. Indeed, congressional ratification in the intervening

:o preempt state period of a number of treaties that assumed the existence of
_n seems not to valid state laws restricting alien property ownership is strong

evidence of the absence of such an intention. 2_4

on of a legisla- Second, the legislation is not so pervasive as to indicate the
tort cases. The wholesale invalidity of state laws. The regulations deal with a

dealt with state very limited subject--enemy alien property in time of declared
_ugh a registra- war or extreme hostility. As such they supersede state statutes

_ged test: "The dealing with enemy aliens. -_ But their silence with regard to
ect sought to be the vast range of other potential alien owners cannot lead to the

hnposed by the
211. Id. at 70.

- 212. 350 U.S. 497, 502-10 (1956).
213. Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 63 (1941).

North Viet Nam, 214. See treaties cited in note 226 _ra.
ina. 31 C.F.R. § 215. The Alien Property Custodian Regulations permit the respon-

sible federal official to vest property in l_imself, while state laws appear
to operate automatically. Thus state interests Could attach to the real

addition of South property of enemy aliens before the federal government could act. Sur-
prisingly, in World War II the federal law seems to have been applied,
rather than state laws. In any event, a state would have to initiate some
kind of proceeding to escheat property or otherwise divest the previous
owner, giving the federal officer an opportunity to rnake a vesting order.
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conclusion that Congress intended to grant those others an ',,:.
untrammeled right to acquire real estate "

Third, there seems to be little problem in meshing federal :,:

. and state enforcement. The federal regulations provide for l_r''
vesting title to alien-held assets in a federal official and for t:,'..
prohibiting unlicensed transactions. State laws limiting real f':
estate ownership cannot interfere with these purposes. If the i,',

alien owns property, one regulation acts to vest it in a federal ,'_':_.

.] official (and thus exempt it. from further state legislative ef- c,:
fects) and another serves to prevent the alien from conveying it t_ c,

to anyone else, including the state! The only questions that C,_::
arise are of the ipso instante variety, as in Clark v. Allen. 2_ If tv ,,

(_ alien heirs are wholly barred from ownership by state law, then cc,::.,_
they never have a vested interest for the Alien Property Custodi- c,_:_:"
an to take over or for the Treasury to "block." If they take, rio.,
however briefly, then the federal law will apply, precluding

, application of the restrictive state provisions. Since the purpose ica

i of the Alien Property Custodian Regulations is, at least in part, ati,.::

to preserve the assets for possible post-war restitution or other ar,i
disposition, the federal claim seems to have priority, i_r,c

Thus, preemption appears to •operate only with regard to in_:
_ resident and enemy aliens. Otherwise federal law is not so oh!i!

pervasive as to exclude state legislation, tb,_s,,
Dove:

F. TREATY OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES Cl'IH'd

The treaty obligationsof the United States affectboth 40 b

federal and state law. Under the Constitution, treaties are a The
:| part of the "supreme law of the land"2_7 and thus override of ,:;

i inconsistent state legislation. 2_s Many states expressly recognize co,_r_

this limitation ill their statutes 2_9 or judicial decisions 22° by tend
purporting to provide rules only for cases not governed by caI_
treaty. Even without such express limitations,_treaties will in- th_:

] validate conflicting state laws.

Treaties. do _not bind the federal government in the same

sense. A treaty creates an obligation of the U_=StS-tes-under '
i tit e r n at-ion_t_t_'i_t'_d_t_t_ F_-n sti tutional ,,:
impbdiment-t_.-_-P, reside-n t ma y 3.tl t

] 216. 331 U.S. 503, 516-17 (1947). v. Ih
217. U.S. CoNsT. art. VI, para. 2. :,;

i 218. In this field the classic case.is Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U.S. qu,,:_:
:i 483 (1880). Vl,,t

219. E.g., N[rNr_. STAY. § 500.22(1) (1974). 2:

220. E.g., Erickson v. Carlson, 95 Neb. 182, 145 N.W. 352 (1914). TiJ¢

,¢
.i

!
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_se others an terminate many treaties in accordance with their terms, or nego-

,J tiate their elimination with other nations. The United States can
_eshing /ederal also repudiate a. =b indin_g tre ate, _.alth_o_i_: :c9n s _fTdT_K_a
Is provide for , breach of irit-6}ffational law for w__I_Ki-t_-d-St_t_-s is inter-

f_ial and for nationally responsible. W hile_-Con_y_sS does=not-=have-direct,
limiting real <: formal power to terminate a treaty, the Cou_:ts-rega-rd-subseque_t .....

_'i_oses.,, If the incofisiSt_nt le-gis_al-_io__ppl_ly_re_d_-tf_IK_al
_t in a federal effect of a treaty.-""_-_-_-Si__s_tuation -_o_ormally

IF, -:. -- .

legislative el- const_thte a breach of international law, the courts will attempt

n conveying it to construe the legislation to avoid such a breach. Thus if
questions that Congress enacted legislation inconsistent with United States trea-
v, Allen. _s If ty obligations to certain countries, the courts would normally

state law, then construe such legislation as applying 0nly to citizens of other
)perry Custodi- countries and would require express language or clear implica-

If they take, tion before finding a breach of an international obligation. -"e-"
_ly, precluding The relevant treaty obligations fail into two major categor-
_ce the purpose ies. Of greatest significance in Specifically conferring rights on

least in part, aliens are the many bilateral treaties of friendship, commerce,
_ution or other and navigation. These are in effect with most of the major
_. investing nations. They have clear and precise provisions relat-

_ith regard to ing to land ownership and related rights. In contrast, the
law is not so obligations arising under multilateral agreements, especially

those under the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), tend to be more general, reflecting gov-
ernmental principles rather than the specific rights of aliens.

_s affect both The United States currently is a party to approximately _
40 bilateral treaties of friendship, commerce, and navigation. -_treaties are a
The treaties cover a variety of problems, from• the rights of shipsthus override

essly recognize of each country to enter the other's harbors to the rights of
consulstoviM% theirimprisoned fellowcitizens,In general,they

decisions -"_° by tend to regulate private and commercial rights rather than politi-
ttr governed by

caries will in- cal matters. Their provisions regarding land o_vnership rights,
though clear and precise, are only incidental.

[at in the same These bilateral treaties fall into two major groups. Those
negotiated before World War II tend to be selective, apparently

d States under

constitutional 221/ Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 18 (1957); Moser v. United States,
President may 341 U.S. 41, 45 (1951).

222. Cf. Cook v. United States, 288 U.S. 102, 120 (1933) ; Chew Heong
v. United States, 112 U.S. 536 (1884).

223. The State Department lists 43 such treaties, but some are of
[,ynham, 100 U.S. questionable practical applicability, e.g., the treaties with Latvia or South

¥iet Nam.
224. For a general discussion of their provisions, see Note, The Risi_g

_52 (1914). Tide o_ Reverse Flow, 72 M_c_. L. REv. 551, 568-77 (1974).

423Z.
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:I covering only those issues that had generated difficulty between syst,

the parties. '-''''_ The bilateral treaties negotiated since that
._ sam_
l time ''''_ tend to be more comprehensive. They tend to deal

t ord c
i 225. These fall into two subgroups: a series of treaties with Latin that
•._ American republics negotiated in the mid-nineteenth century, and other
] treaties. The Latin American treaties are: Treaty of Friendship, Com- counl
1 merc e and Navigation with Argentina, July 27, 1853, 10 Star. 1005, T.S. becot

No. _t; Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Bo-t " cann L
livia, May 13, 1858, 12 Star. 1003, T.S. No. 32; Treaty of Peace, Amity,
Navigation and Commerce with New Granada (Cohunbia) Dec. 12, 1846, resul.l

9 Stat. 881, T.S. No. 54; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation eerta
with Costa Riea, July 10, 1851, 10 Stat. 916, T.S. No. 62; Treaty of Friend- has
ship, Commerce and Navigation with Paraguay, Feb. 4, 1859, 12 Stat.
1091, T.S. No. 272. Honduras was added to this group in 1927. Treaty indiv
of Friendslfip, Commerce and Consular Rights with Honduras, Dec. 7, but n

t 1927, 45 Stat. 2618, T.S. No. 764.

'i The other pre-1945 treaties still in force are: Treaty of Peace, I

i Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Borneo, June 23, 1850, 10 in a _Stat. 909, T.S. No. 33; Treaty of Commerce and Navigation with Iran, Unite

t Dec. 3, 1938, 54 Stat. 1790, T.S. No. 960; Treaty of Friendship, Commerceand Consular Rights with Latvia, April 20, 1928, 45 Stat. 2641, T.S. No. citize

765; Treaty of Commerce, Friendship and Navigation with Liberia, Aug. reCei_
• 8, 1938, 54 Stat. 1739, T.S. No. 956; Treaty of Peace and Friendship with activi.
t Morocco, June 28, 1.786, 8 Stat. 100, T.S. No. 224-1; Treaty of Friendship,Commerce and Consular Rights with Norway, June 5, 1928, 47 Star. 2135, provi:

T.S. No. 852; Treaty of General Relations with Saudi Arabia, Nov. 7, 1933, nanci,

48 Stat. 1826, E.A.S. No. 53; Treaty of Friendship and General Relations.-. with Spain, July 3, 1902, 33 Stat. 2105, T.S. No. 422; Treaty on Consuls libera
with Sweden, June 1, 1910, 37 Star. 1479, T.S. NO. 557; Treaty of Friend-

t slfip, Commerce, Establishments, and'Surrender of Criminals with Swit-

1 Navig_zerland, Nov. 25, 1850, 11 Stat. 587, T.S. No. 353, 1763 (subsequently 2155;'.
amended); Treaty of Commerce and Navigation with Turkey, Oct. 1, 23, 191

ii 1929, 46 Stat. 2743, T.S. No. 813; Treaty of Commerce with Serbia (Yugo- Comm
slavia), Oct. 14, 1881, 22 Stat. 963, T.S. No. 319; Treaty of Commerce with No. 1_
Great Britain, July 3, 1815, 8 Stat. 228, T.S. No. 110; Treaty with Great

I AprilBritain on Tenure and Disposition of Real and Personal Property, Mar. ship. (
• 2, 1899, 31 Stat. 1939, T.S. No. 146. Parts of the treaties with Great Brit- [1957]
_ ain are specifically applicable to Australia and New Zealand, Sup_le- ment i

mentary Treaty with Great Britain on Tenure and, Disposition of Prop- 251, _i

i erty, May 27, 1936, 55 Stat. 1101, T.S. No. 964; and Canada. Accessionof Canada to the Convention of Mar. 2, 1899, Oct. 21, 1921, 42 Stat. 2147, sular lT.I.A., ¢

! T.S. No. 663.226. Treaty of Friendship, Establishment and Navigation with Bel- the h-_
gium, Feb. 21, 1961, [1963] 2 U.S.T. 1284, T.I.A.S. No. 5432; Treaty of Treaty

't Friendslfip, Navigation and Commerce with Denmark, Oct. 1, 1951, [1961] 21, 19_
t 1 U.S.T. 908, T.I.A.S. No. 4797; Treaty of Utilization of Defense Installa- Comm
.! tions with Empire of Ethiopia, May 22, 1953, [1954] 1 U.S.T. 749, T.I:A.S. 4683;
i No. 2964; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights with 1966,

.! Finland, Dec. 4, 1952, [1953] 2 U.S.T. 2047, 'I'.I.A.S. No. 2861; Convention Econoof Establishment with France, Nov. 25, 1959, [1960] 2 U.S.T. 2398, T.I.A.S. No. 6_
No. 4625; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Federal 3, 196i

! Republic of Germany, Oct. 29, 1954, [1956] 2 U.S.T. 1829, T.I.A.S. No. with 1[

._ 3593; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation wifh Greece, Aug. 227
" 31, 1951, [1954] 2 U.S.T. 1329, T.I.A.S. No. 3057; Treaty of Amity, Eco- that: w
_ nomic Relations and Consular Rights with Iran, Aug. 15, 1955, [1957] tion v_

1 U.S.T. 899, T.i.A.S. No. 3853; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and U.S.T.

1
!
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fficulty between systematically with the same list of problems, in essentially the
ated since that

same manner, andsometimes in the same language.

_y tend to deal The treaties do not have a generic effect on state law. In

order to rely on one of them, an individual must be able to show

_reaties with Latin that it applies to him, i.e., that he is a citizen of the relevantcentury, and other
i Friendship. Corn- country, that the treaty has been duly ratified, and that it has

10 Star. 1005, T.S. become part of the internal law of the United States. Thus one

avigation with Bo- cannot say that a state statutory provision is wholly void as aof Peace, Amity,
bia), Dec. 12, 1846, result of a particular treaty, but only that it is inapplicable to

rce and Navigation certain aliens. However, since the more recent group of treaties
; Treaty of Friend-
,. 4, 1859, 12 Stat. has a core of common provisions, the effect of multiplying
p in 1927. Treaty individual inapplicabilities may be to deprive a state law of any
ttenduras, Dec. 7, but nuisance value.

Treaty of Peace, In general, the more recent treaties permit aliens to engage
June 23, 1850, 10 in a wide range of commercial and industrial activities within the

7igation with Iran, United States, subject only to the same restrictions that apply to_ndship, Commerce
_tat. 2641, T.S. No. citizens of the United States. _27 In return, American citizens

with Liberia, Aug. receive these same rights abroad. The formulation of these
_d Friendship with
aaty of Friendship, activities is exceptionally broad. The treaties commonly contain
1928, 47 Star. 2135, provisions guaranteeing rights in all commercial, industrial, fi-

a'abia, Nov. 7, 1933, nancial, and other business activities. Moreover, the treaties areGeneral Relations
'_'reaty on Consuls liberal in terms of the forms of business enterprise permitted.

e; 'ir aty of Fmend-

iminals with Swit- Navigation with Ireland, Jan. 21, 1950, [1950] 1 U.S.T. 785, T.I.A.S, No.
763 (subsequently 2155; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Israel, Aug.
ih Turkey, Oct. 1, 23, 1951, [1954] 1 U.S.T. 550, T.I.A.S. No. 2948; Treaty of Friendship,
Jith Serbia (¥ugo- Commerce and Navigation with Italy, Feb. 2, 1948, 63 Stat. 2255, T.I.A.S.
of Commerce with No. 1965; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Japan,Treaty with Great
:ml Property, Mar. April 2, 1953, [1953] 2 U.S.T. 2217, T.I.A.S. No. 2863; Treaty of Friend-
_s with Great Brit- ship, Commerce and Navigation with Republic of Korea, Nov. 28, 1956,
, Zealand, Supple- [1957] 2 U.S.T. 2217, T.I.A.S. No. 3947; Treaty of Friendship, Establish-
]sposit_on of Prop- ment and Navigation with Luxembourg, Feb. 23, 1962, [1963] 1 U.S.T.

_, _ ^ _._^ _o_r.. Treaty _e ^mi_y, _nnomic _.e],qtions and Con-:.anada. Accession z_x, x.._._.S.
i1921, 42 Star. 2147, sular Rights with Muscat and Oman, Dec. 20, 1958, [1960] 2 U.S.T. 1835,

T.I.A.S. No. 4530; Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with

vigation with Bel- the Netherlands, Mar. 27, 1956, [1957] 2 U.S.T. 2043, T.I.A.S. No. 3942;
!o. 5432; Treaty of Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Nicaragua, Jan.
Oct. 1, 1951, [1961] 21, 1956, [1958] 1 U.S.T. 449, T.I.A.S. No. 4024; Treaty of Friendship and
f Defense Installa- Commerce with Paldstan, Nov. 12, 1959, [1961] 1 U.S.T. 110, T.I.A.S. No.
U.S.T. 749, T.I.A.S. 4683; Treaty of Amity and Economic Relatior_s with Thailand, h(ay 29,
_sular Rights with 1966, [1968] 5 U.S.T. 5843, T.I.A.S. No. 6540; Treaty o_ Amity and
,. 2861; Convention Economic Relations with Togo, Feb. 8, 1966, [1.967] 1 U.S.'_'. 1, T.I.A.S.
LS.T. 2398, T.I.A.S. No. 6193; Treaty o[ Amity and Economic Relations with Vietnam, April
_{ion with Federal 3, 1961, [1961] 2 U.S.T. 1703, T.I.A.S. No. 4890. Of these, the treaties

1829, T.I.A.S. No. with Ethiopia and Iran least conform to the pattern set by the others.
with Greece, Aug. 227. Take, as an example, the provisions of only one of these treaties,

Lty of Amity, Eeo- that with the Netherlands. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Naviga-
_. 15, 1955, [1957] tion with the Netherlands, March 27, 1956, art. VII, para, 1, [1957] 2
p, Commerce and U.S.T. 2043, T.I.A.S. No. 3942.
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!

Aliens are frequently entitled not only to act in their own names mineral r
! and in the names of corporations organized in their home na- entitled _c

:1 tions, but also to form local corporati0ns. "-'2s with that
In addition to granting rights to conduct business, these The

treaties commonly confer expressly the right to acquire land sions and

necessary for the operation of permitted businesses. 229 In some the inher
instances, these rights are limited to the acquisition of leasehold in the ca:

interests. Even where not so limited, however, these rights Altho

should not be taken to guarantee absolute rights to own real upon par!
estate. There are both express and implicit limitations in most treaties c_

of the treaties. Most of them •expressly reserve to the United ship of u
States the right to limit 'or exclude alien activity in the exploita- but they
tion of land and natural resources. _3° This reservation, if exer- agricultur
cised, could apparently prohibit aliens from engaging in agricul- Their irm

ture, mineral resource development, and real estate speculation alien indi

and development. The treaties often expressly recognize state clude ope
land law, 2_ but, on the other hand, the modern ones generally the statul
protect the inheritance rights of aliens. If state law prohibits effect on

alien ownership, the treaties commonly guarantee a treaty-alien generally
a specified period, usually three to five years, in which t O dispose to treaty-_
of inherited property. _32 This protection is a double-edged ingtheir

sword, for although it ameliorates the confiscatory effect of state The
escheat laws, it also implicitly recognizes the general permissibil- States h:
ity of state restrictions on alien land ownership. The repeated

renegotiation of these treaties as of late and their consistent public pc
ratification by the Senate may be taken as further indication of existing s

once held
federal acquiesence in such restrictions, and perhaps as negating anti-allen
any general argument that the treaties preempt state law. versed?._

One further fe_ of *_" " +_'_+_ deserves note. Many hibits pre

of them contain "most favored nation" clauses that guarantee The• citizens of the relevant nation the most favorable treatment

afforded any alien in the United States. _3 To take only one foreign h

currently relevant example, the treaty with Saudi Arabia, a art. Ii, 48
"temporary" executive agreement executed in 1933, has such a rive agree._

' provisi0n.2_4 So Saudi Arabians can claim equal treatment with 235. ']_
Danes, who are entitled to form American companies to exploit Oct. 1, 1.c_:

I 236. '.F.
228. E.g., {d. gentine !_
229. E.g., id. art. IX, para. 1. Provides

230. E.g., id. art. Vll, para. 2. Restrictions may also be imposed in in the acq_
other enumerated cases, apparent'l:

, 231. E.g., {d. art. IX, para. l(b). 237. S
i 232. E.g., id. para. 4. App. 1950)

_; 233. For the far-reacldng potential of such provisions, see Note, supra 238. S
! note 224, at 589. (1952). '_

234. Treaty of General Relations wi_h Saudi Arabia, Nov. 7, 1933, amendmc,_

!

4335,7;5
?
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heir own names mineral resources, 2_5 or with citizens of Argentina, wlm are
their home ha- entitled to hold land by virtue of a provision in the 1853 treaty

with •that nation. 236

business, these The older bilateral treaties are more specific in their provi-

to acquire land sions and more limited in their scope. They normally focus on
_ses. 2''9 In some the inheritance problem, which apparently was a persistent issue
!tAon of leasehold in the early part of this century. Many of them go no farther.

zer, these rights A_gh. -_=__ it must.............be emphasized that treaty rights depend
_hts to own real upon particular,, provisions, the--broaff-ifiapac t of the bilateral
[aitations in most tr'ea_-ties Can b_--Eu-mhaa_ized. Wh-_y_ie_itimat-6 m0_t alien owner-

[re to the United ship of urban land--industrial, commercial, and residential _----
_r in the exploita- but -the_] do not generally extend to ownership of land for

_rvation, if exer- agricultural development or for exploitation of natural resources.
;aging in agricul- 'Their impact on state legislation restricting land ownership by
;state speculation alterSindividuals and corporations is thus limit-e-d.---They pre-
y recognize state ciude operation of state Statutes in most urban situatiSfi_, which
m ones generally the statutes commonly except anyway, bh_-do notjimit their

_te law prohibits effect on agricultural or other rural land. The treaties also
i_ee a treaty-alien generally_legitimate-state anti:-alien inheritance_laws "applicable

i which to dispose to treaty-aliens,but at-the same time mitigate them by eliminat-
a double-edged ing:their-most-severe-consequences.

Dry effect of state The multilateral agreements entered into by the United

aaeral permissibil- States have more of an impact on the general articulation of
:p. The repeated public policy and on proposed or future legislation than on

their consistent existing statutes. Although an intermediate state appellate court
:her indication of once held that the United Nations Charter invalidated a state

:haps as negating anti-alien statute, 237 its decision on this point was later re-

statelaw, versed. 2_s There seems to be nothing in the Charter that • pro-
:ryes note. Many hibits preferences based on nationality.

es that guarantee The only significant multilateral agreement dealing with
_,orable treatment fo_--t't_cte y-or-t-h_e LiSeralisa_on--6_ Capital
To take only one -: •.... - ................

Saudi Arabia; a art. II, 48 Stat. 1826, E.A.S. 53. Indeed, there is little else in this execu-
1 1933, has such a rive agreement.

235. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Denmark,
_al treatment with Oct. 1, 1951, art. VII, para. 1, [1951] 1 U.S.T. 908, T.I.A.S. No. 4797.
mpanies to exploit 236. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with the Ar-

gentine Republic, 3"uly 27, 1853, art. IX, 10 Stat. 1005, T.S. No. 5. This
I,rovidcs that citizens of Argentina shall enjoy rights as native citizens
ia the acquisition of "property of every sort and determination," and thus

y also be imposed in ap_arently confers upon them the right to hold real estate.
237. See Sei Fuji] v. State, 217 P.2d 481 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1950).

App. 1950).
238. Set Fuji] v. State, 38 Cal. 2d 718, 720-25, 242 P.2d 617, 619-22

isions, see Note, supra (1952). The state supreme court invalidated the statute On fourteenth
amencbnent grounds.

Krabia, Nov. 7, 1933,
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M__veyzents of the Organisati_Qn_fgr Economic Cooperation and "_:
/- . 239Development_-- The organization itself was created by a multi- entire

reseF_,
lateral international agreement, 2'° which the United States ac-
cepted by executive agreement. The Capital Movements Code, ccrtai:

aln o1. l

which reflects only one aspect of the organization's _ork, was UniI_.,|

adopted by a decision of the OECD's governing body, in which than r_the United States concurred. _more. IThe_Code deals with all forms of capital movement, includ-
a VO :'_ing in__:eat=eSt_te.---It-s=aim-is=the:progressive elimina-

tion _f_all-b-a-f_i6)-S _to _pital movement -"'n but its impact on real revie-,,_
_ estate_law-_is m*'___ate laws are expressly °blig:4

excepte-d from the operation of i:he Code, -_4'_although the fede_,al possi?.barri.:
government undertakes to attempt to persuade (but not to com- aIien
pel) states to conform to its dictates. Thus the Code has no obsta,

t direct legal effect on present state legislation and only a quasi-
political effect on potential state action. Indeed, the exception

i for state legislation is further evidence of federal acquiescence instate anti-alien legislation. C

i The Code seeks to prevent _pant__na_tions_frp.rn,=im_pos- ship o
43ing Thereis,ho, - bv

! ev_l_fOVlSmn that might, at least formally, permit such ments

I restFi_on--l_d--fn-ve-stn-tei_t _0r -development. =:_'fl-e :-Code reaeL_

subeli-vide-g=dapitaYmdveg/e_t irits--Gwo dategories_A=particilSant preci_country could exclude the operation of the Code as to the protec

I _ transactions contained in List A only by making a reservation at depe_
the time of committing itself to adherence to the Code. A sions

! country can exclude application of the Code to transactions in propo

i List B by making a new reservation at any time. -"4_ The sale of

ii im:,d is included in List .A, but the purchase or development of A. Eland is included in List B. Thus,. technically, the United States
could, at an3' time, make an additional reservation to the Code valid]

excluding land purchase and development from its operation, state

! and then impose controls on foreign land ownership. 2_ to ag:
:_ real

239. ORGANISATION FOR" ECONOMIC COOPERATION A_ND DEVELOPMENT, traps
i CODE OF LIBERALISATION OF CAPITAL IV_ovES, IENTS (1969 ed.). selvei
}. 240. Convention on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and vestcq
._ Development, Dec. 1,t, 1960, [1961] 2 U.S.T. 1728, T.I.A.S. No. 4891.

241. ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, ]_

_ supra note 239, art. 1 (a). limi_
::. 242. Id. annex C.

243. Id. art. l(e). own(.
244. Id. art. 2(b), annex A.
245. Controls may also be imposed during economic crises. Id. art. 24q

} 7. 24,

4SSSZ7
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formal legal logic, however, runs contrary to the
Cooperation and entire purpose _Code--d-fic[ the OEUD__-Wtiil_-gticli:a-new

by a multi- re_.s_rvat-ion-would-not-breach:-formai international law, it would
_ited States ac- ccrtainly impair both the atmosphere of economic cooperation

ovements Code, among participant nations and the bargaining position of the
n's work, was United States, which has consistently sought to improve, rather

body, in which than restrict, opportunities for its investment abroad. Further-

more, the Code itself, while permitting such reservations, places
includ-

a variety of inhibitionson their exercise,including periodic

•essive elimina- review by the governing body Of the OECD and a political

,::is impact on real obligation to seek to reduce or remove the barriers as soon as
laws are expressly possible. -_4G Thus, while the Code would not create any legal

the federal barriers to the adoption of new federal regulations restricting
(but not to corn- alien land ownership, it would constitute a serious political

the Code has no obstacle.
and only a quasi-

the exception IV. CONCLUSIONS

acquiescence in
Current state and federal legislation restricting alien owner-

from impos- ship of real estate and the limitations imposed on such legislation
_3 There is, how- by constitutional doctrine and international treaties and agree-

permit such mcnts present a confusing picture. Concrete conclusions can be
_nt. The Code reached only in the context of individual cases, because the

precise effect of the law in question, the scope of constitutional
A participant

Code as to the protection, and the applicability of international limitations will

nga reservation at dcpcnd on the facts of each case. Nevertheless, general conclu-
to the Code. A ._ons about the validity and.effectiveness of present laws and of

to transactions in proposals for new legislation can be drawn.

,._4The saleof A. EXlSTINGSTATE LAW
or development of

the United States There is littlein present state law that effectivelyand

,ationto the Code validlyexcludesforeigninvestment in realestate.The bark of

its operation, 's:ate regulation is much worse than its bite. Except with regard
)._.t_ to agricultural land, present laws prohibiting alien ownership of

realestatehave littlemore than nuisance value. They contain

trapsfor the unwary and for those leastable to protectthem-

'N AND DEVELOPhlENT, :'.'I',eS, but they present little impediment to serious foreign in-169ed.).
_ic Co-operation and ','_stors.

'.I A.S. No. 4891. First of all, because of either their terms or constitutional
[ON AND DEVELOPIXlENT,

}m:itations,they do not exclude resident aliensfrom property

''vncrship.-_ Second, by theirown terms or because of treaty

,.onomic crises. Id. art. :_.;6. Id. arts. 1, 12.2;7. Sec text accompanying notes 122-51, I95-99 supra.
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limitation, they do not commonly apply to urban, commercial, a:;t_,'
industrial, or residential real estate. 24s Most of them exempt law

, such property; if they do not, treaty rights will protect many
aliens from their enforcement. Thus their impact is primarily in bo, i
the land-intensive agricultural and natural resources fields, cm

' Third, most of the statutes are easily avoided by well-recognized T:.

conveyancing devices, especially the use of an insulating corpo- L:

ration or other business entity. "49 An investor with competent ju,i:
legal advice can thus avoid the statutory language and usually hist.

accomplish his objectives. Fourth, even where state law appears legi::.
to present an insuperable obstacle to investment, the largest genc_
foreign investors are frequently able to obtain legislative exemp-

, tion from the operation of the laws. 25° The promise of :in- B. t
creased local employment and productivity is difficult for any

'i
legislature to resist. salnc

It is apparent, then, that although the laws are not a serious of en,

obstacle to foreign investment, they do contain pitfalls for the and !]
uninitiated and the powerless. The small investor is likely to be more |
at a disadvantage as compared to the large, the alien from a the s_
nation with a favorable treaty relationship with the United States nation!

is at an advantage as compared to those from other countries, reguL
and the uncounseled alien is at a disadvantage as compared to the trativ

, alien with adequate legal counsel. The obscurity• of the legislation cases.
probably aggravates this last problem. For instance, a resident

,' alien who rents his residenceand returns to the nation of his C

citizenshipfor a substantialperiod might unknowingly losehis • dispo_

residencestatusand placehisownership rightsinjeopardy, comp]are sl

In these respects the most oppressive of the various types of especJ
state laws are those relating to inheritance. It is no accident that ance
the reported cases in this area involve Syrians, Lebanese, and
East Europeans, not English, French, or Dutch. "5_ The more C.
affluent nations have negotiated treaties protecting the inherit-
ance rights of their citizens on a reciprocal basis. Aliens of T
other countries are left at the mercy of distant courts administer- impecinvest
ing a strange law. The wealthy and informed individual, even
from these countries, can avoid the impact of the inheritance Such
laws by careful estate planning. Only the alien heirs of the less inves

A

of the
248. E.g., statutes cited in notes 71-73 supra; see text accompanying

; notes 228-29 supra.
249. See text accompanying notes 89-100 supra. 252
250. Sullivan, supra note 6, a.t 38. 253
251. See cases cited in note 172 supra. 254

255
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n, commercial, astute, or the less well advised, suffer the consequences of the
d_em exempt law.

protect many Constitutional limitations only nibble at the edges of this
is primarily in body of state law, invalidating restrictions on resident aliens,
Sources fields, enemy aliens, and the selective foreign policy of a few states. -°52
cell-recognized Treaty law further limits the impact of state law, _a but again
;ulating corpo- leaves the core intact. Although there is a potential for further
dth competent judicial development of constitutional limitations, the peculiar
;e and usually history that has made real estate law a special matter for state
telaw appears legislation is probably too strong to be wholly •overturned by
tt, the largest general constitutional arguments.

exemp-

romise of in- B. PRESEI_T FEDERAL LEGISLATION
for any

The principalfederal legislationdoes not deal with the
same matters as do the statelaws. Itsfoundationisthe control

not a serious
of enemy m_d hostile alien assets in order to further the defense[tfalls for the
and foreign relations interests of the United States. It is far

is likely to be
more flexible than state law, for the federal government, unlikealien from a
the states, can and does designate the citizens of specifiedStates
nations for adverse treatment under these laws. The federal

Ler countries, regulations are also far more flexible in providing for adminis-_ared to the
trative mitigation of the formal requirements in appropriate

legislation cases 254
'e, a resident

of l_is Other federal legislation, especially that deMing with the
lose his disposition of federal land through sale or lease, presents as

complicated a picture as state law. 2_5 Many of these provisions
are subject to inhibitions similar to those affecting state law,

types of especially equal •protection limitations and the problem of avoid-
that ance through use of corporate devices.
and

The more C. POTENTIAL STATE LEGISLATION

the inherit- The same constitutional and practical limitations thatAliens of
administer- impede the effectiveness of present state laws on alien real estate

investment would also cripple most potential state legislation.even
inheritance Such legislation holds little promise of genuine control of foreign
of the less investment in real estate, except in the field of agriculture.

Any new laws would have to be carefully drawn in light
of the limitations discussed above. They cannot apply to residents,

,anying

252. See text accompanying notes 122-51, 174, 195-216 supra.
253. See text accompanying notes 217-46 supra.
254. See text accompanying notes 52-54, 203-09 supra.
255. See text accompanying notes 55-58 supra.
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i nor can they apply to many investments by nonresident aliens restrk
i who enjoy certain treaty protections. This excludes state control which

of residential, commercial, or industrial land ownershi p by most power
aliens. To apply restrictions only to aliens not protected by treaty To re,_"
rights would serve little purpose, since these are not generally the has at
potential investors. Thus the sole range of significant impact nation

would be the ownership of agricultural land and natural re- jurisd
: sources, invite

Of these latter possibilities, restrictions on ownership of state

agricultural land would be the most easily defensible. Like the
anti-alien laws of the 1880's and the present corporate farming D. i=
laws of some states, such restrictions, presently in effect in some
s_ates, might be viewed as par_ of a pattern of pro_ecfion £or an A
existing social structure. -_a Although they thus partake of state domes

economic protectionism and isolationism and might be consid- lion.
ered burdens on commerce, they possess arguably redeeming prote_
features in their attempt to stabilize social conditions in rural has h
communities, adopt

stateRestrictions in the natural resources field would be more

i difficult to defend. Whether mining or oil land is owned by there
British Petroleum or Texaco has little impact on the health, " feder_

welfare, safety, or social conditions prevailing in nearby com- merc_]
munities. The Supreme .Court'sresistanceto statelegislation

aimed merely at retaining the state's resources for itself '_v should Long 1
apply equally to legislation aimed at prohibiting one class of inves|

outsiders from developing a state's resources, this
stanc_

Moreover, state restrictions on natural resource develop-
ment by aliens would probably affect both foreign relations and light

undei
foreign commerce. Their impact would fall principally upon

investors in a few foreign _n__ationsthat presently have substantial treati
monetary surpluses available for investment. Insofar as the icant
action of some states increased the concentration of these dollar State

., deposits in other sta_es, it might contribute to a national problem new
rather than solve a local one. State restrictions might also make
meaningful national agreements between the United States and state

these surplus-laden nations more difficult to negotiate.• cienl:
foreif The ancient power of states to define property rights may

: be strong enough to uphold the generally ineffective present rectwoul
defe:

i 256. On this point see my forthcoming article on corporate farming
! legislation in the University oy Toledo Law Review, summer 1976. menl
i 257. See Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553 (1923); West

v. Kansas Natural Gas Co., 221 U.S. 229 (1911).
25

q

i
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nresident aliens restrictions on alien land ownership, but it is a slender reed upon
ies state control which to rest a substantial new system of restrictions. Such

aership by most power is not beyond limitation by other constitutional doctrines.
tected by treaty To rest the jurisdiction of a state solely on the ground that "it

_ot generally the has always been done that way before" may not suffice if new
[nificant impact national burdens are created thereby. Yet to rest the same

_nd natural re- jurisdiction on a more candid basis, dislike or fear of aliens,
invites constitutional invalidity. There is little scope for new

OWnership of state legislation in this field.

ble. Like the
orate farming D. POTENTIAL FEDERALLEGISLATION

effect in some

otection for an Adoption of new federal legislation is more a question of
partake of state domestic and international desirability than one of legal limita-
dght be consid- tion. Some constitutional limits, most significantly the equaI
ably redeeming protection of resident aliens, do apply. The fact that land law
ditions in rural has historically been state law would be no impediment to the

adoption of federal law; despite the definitional character of
state law, a valid federal law would override it. Nor shouldwould be more

ld is owned by there be any question that regulation of foreign assets is within
on the health, federal competence as an implementation of the foreign corn-

in nearby corn- mercepower.

state legislation The most significant legal questions are international 2_s
c itself '_'_ should Long-standing national policy has favored freedom of foreign

ng one class of investment in the United States. A change in our own laws in
this regard would mean a change in our international political
stance. While the change might be technically justifiable in the

source develop-

_n relations and light of the escape clauses of OECD rules, it would seriously
rincipally upon undermine the main thrust of that organization. Moreover, the• treaties of friendship, commerce, and navigation contain signif-
have substantial

leant exceptio_s for certain _°" ..... TT'_I_SO the U_t_dInsofar as the
States is prepared to repudiate or restrict these exceptions, anyof these dollar

rational problem new legislation will have only a limited impact.

night also make If new rules are to be adopted, federal law is preferable to
_ited States and state law as the means. Only the federal government has suffi-
_iate. ciently comprehensive authority to regulate the whole range of

foreign investments: bank deposits, portfolio investments, di-
_rty rights may rect investments, and land investments. Individual state efforts

ffective present would inevitably lead to avoidance mechanisms, which would

defeat the purpose of the law, or to diversion of foreign invest-
corporate farming merit to other states or other sectors, which would simply com-m_er 1976.
553 (1923); West

258. See text accompanying notes 217-46 supra.
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i pound the problem there. Only the federal government has
• authority to deal with the problem in sufficient breadth to

: effectively control nominee holdings and out-of-state corpora- _udici

tions. Moreover, if new federal law is to be adopted, it should A Re¢.
not single out real estate for special treatment, but deal with all
foreign investment in a comprehensive way. Land has no par-
ticular quality that requires separate treatment. Harold

' The political and economic desirability of such legislation is Jud
beyond the scope of this Article. Studies currently underway

ally fa]

are seeking to determine the extent of foreign investment in the their t:'_
United States. -_59 So long as such investment does not obtain a gating
dominant position in critical Lndustries or otherwise constitute a end, cc
threat to the nation, the need for new legislation is doubtful, within

' Alien-owned businesses are subject to substantive regulation in the loc;

the same manner as American businesses. Alien ownership of federal

major industries has not impeded the United States from taking equal ]
effective measures for its own protection in time of war; _6° far that, a!

less should the mere fact of alien investment prevent sensible adequa
' substantive policy in time of peace, cusing

of revi
, E. SLrMMA_Y stages

State law does not, and cannot, have a major effec_ on a_ia_zl
foreign investment in real estate in the United States, except their dl

possibly in agricultural land. Even there, its impact is minor. Thl
,_ Federal law has not attempted to restrict alien land ownership in pa!iy

any comprehensive way. While constitutional and practical phasis
trine aarguments indicate that any new restrictions should be imposed

by federal rather than state governments, the necessity or desira-
bility of such new legislation has not yet been demonstrated. *

_ 1.
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66, 37f

3.
, is recei

259. Foreign Investment Study Act of 1974, 88 St.at. 1450. The stud- tional
ies are being conducted by the Commerce and Treasury Departments and cour/s,-
will be submitted in ]_{ay, 1976." 'j"'

260. Alleged German ownership of General Analine permitted the analyti
Alien Property Custodian to take it over and operate it during World notes
War II. 5.


